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'Wet/dry'
vote altered
Tennessee
toWn's look
BY MARCI OwEN
STAFF WRITER

A Tennessee college town is experiencing a growing economy after passing a referendum allowing restaurants
to serve liquor by the drink, according
to city officials.
In 1992, Cookeville, Tenn., home of
Tennessee Technological University,
passed the same bill Murray citizens
will be voting on Nov. 7.
Cookeville's population is 26,000,
and the city is located off 1-40. ln comparison, Murray numbers 16,000 in
population.
In 1985, Cookeville was rated ninth
in the Rand McNally retirement guide.
Murray was cited as the top location
for that same study in 1987.
Matt Case, a Cookeville resident,
headed up the effort to pass the referendum. He said the group decided that
serving liquor by the drink was the
only way· the town would get new
restaurants.
"I moved to Cookeville in 1981, and
it was a very small town with no
restaurants to speak of," Case said.
City Manager Jim Shipley said
Cookeville changed Tennessee legislation in order to gt!t the vote on the ballot. Prior to the change, liquor could be
sold by the drink only if package liquor
stores were allowed. He said tlte bill
passed by approximately 1,000 votes.
Case said churches took a strong
stand against the bill by putting
wrecked cars on church grounds and
telling people children were going to
be hurt if the bill were to pass. The
opposing views were primarily emotional, he said.
Bob Ward, a minister in Cookeville,
said much prayer and publicity went
into the opposition's campaign.
"We tried to get out the word to the
people of this county and this city what
would happen if liquor by the drink
was passed," Ward said.
Cookeville Police Chief Bob Terry
said his department responded to
more calls because more people were
in town to eat at the additional restaurants. But he did not attribute more
calls to the alcohol itself.
"The vast majority of restaurants
that we have that serve alcohol, the
servers do a good job making sure they
don't serve intoxicated customers," he
said. " Overall we have not had a really bad exper~ence with it and I would
probably say it has been a real big plus
for the economy."
Terry said the town's location on a
busy interstate attracted passers-by to
the restaurants and shops there.
Case said business owners were not
willing to take a position for fear of losing customers, but expressed satisfaction once the vote was passed.
Eldon Leslie, president of the
Cookeville Chamber of Commerce,
said he is pleased with the results of
the referendum.
Since the bill was passed in 1992,
Cookeville has gained 15 new restaurants. ln the spring of 1993, Applebee's
was the first to come. O'Charley's,
Logan's Roadhouse, Red Lobster and
Outback Steakhouse are among other
additions. Case said more lodging was
required once the restaurants started
Please see COOKEVIUE/18

Students dig geoarchaeology major
BY SHEllEY STREET
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

·Ken Carstens, director of
anthropology /archaeology at the
University, may be found muttering under his breath, "It's about
time."
After years of trying to get an
archaeology major at Murray
State, two undergraduate anthropology minors receiving national
recognition and a long, drawn

out battle with the Council on
Postsecondary Education, a
geoarchaeology option to the
geosciences major has been
approved.
"We're signing up students left
and right," Carstens said. "After
20 years we finally have an arch~
ological major for Murray State
students."
Seven or eight people have
already made the switch to geoarchaeology. Carstens said he

expects some of the 22 students
minoring in anthropology will
also change majors.
The CPE requires that the program graduate at least 12 people
each year after an introductory
period to get established on campus.
.
"We've lost our upper division
juniors and seniors because they
do not have enough time to complete the courses," Carstens said.
"We're looking at our freshman

and sophomore students to bring
in the numbers."
The first students will graduate
from the new program in May
2002.
The CPE originally denied
approval for an anthropology or
archaeology program at Murray
State because the University oi
Kentucky and Western Kentucky
University already have programs with similar titles in place.

SEVERAL
STUDENTS
HAVE ALREADY

MADE A
SWITCH TO
THE GEOARCHAEOLOGY

MAJOR.

Please see GEOARCHAEOLOGY/IS

PIN system
bugs pester
students
BY ERIN RICHARDS
STAFF WRITER

Ryan Brooks/The News

Roger Hebert (left) began playing golf in 1986. His son, Roger Hebert II (right) took up the game soon after
his dad. Their talents gave tbem the opportunity to play for Murray State's men's golf team.

ll
The Heberts set
an unlikely
standard for the
Murray State
men s golf team
as the first father
and son combo
in team history.
New.to

FATHER, IK SON
A
BY SAM AGUIAR

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

t a glance, Roger Hebert and
Roger Hebert II are just your
stereotypical father and son.
However, when not in classes,
the two are a force to be reckoned
with on the golf course.
Both Hebert and his son are members of the Murray State golf team.
They were recruited simultaneously
by Head Coach Buddy Hewiu.
The Heberts' introduction to golf
happened in Manchester, N.H.
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tistics are now posted on the an experience with
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"Jn 1986, my brother asked me to
play golf one day," the elder Hebert
said. "I thought golf was boring and
replied, 'l ain't playing that stupid
game.' However, he gets panic attacks
and I decided that it might settle him
down.
"The first time we played, he hit a
bad shot and started running witl\
his clubs after the ball. 1 told him to
settle down or I'd leave right then. He
did, and we began to play regularly."
The younger Hebert followed his
father's example. Learning to play the
Please see HEBERTS/18

Despite numerous attempts, Adam W~ rd
is still unable to access his g rades onlin~
through the University's new Personal
Information Network.
"Besides the planting of trees, llus is the
second worst idea of the administration,"
Ward, senior from Owen~boro, said.
Ward is not alone itt the h ordes of irritated student::; who, when told they could
obtain their mid·term grades through PIN
last Tuesday, fmmd the sy:;tcm macccssi·
ble. So they tried again. And <lgam.
''I probably tried a b~,)ut 50 time~ before I
finally got into the program last weekend,"
Robbie OSting, freshman from Lollisville,
said. "It's insane."
Jerry Summerville, manager of operations and systems, said the c.lUse ot the
problem was the number of pCi..1ple who
tried to access the sys tem .1t the same time.
lnstead of lining up in ~pnrks H.1ll, students were told to heCld to the computer for
mid-term grades.
"Last Tuesday evening, w hen tlw system
was made available, so many people tried
to get on at the same tim e th at it overwhelmed tht' hardware resources," Su mmerville said. " We w eren ' t al.>le to service
all the requests coming in cit the same
time."
Although the system was installed lilst
May, the onslaught of studen ts trying to
access mid-term grad es was a strt:$5 the
online network had yet h) expertence. Pro·
grammers were unab le to tc~t the program
for such extreme conditi<ms.
"You just don't know untii 9,1J00sluden ts
try to access the network w httt's going to
happen," senior program .l!Mlyst Phyllis
Baurer said.
To combat the problem, Summerville's
staff doubled the memm }'size on tlw mainframe to se1·vice more rcq u t~f> ts.
"If this additionill me mory doesn't bOlve
the problem, we may need a l.uger processor," Summerville said.
The PIN system was pro po::;cd by the
administration as a way fo r students to
obtain their grades, class sch edules,
account balances and enrollment verification without making a trip to Sparks Hall.
Summerville also noted the importance of
using the Internet as .1 re~ource.
"Everything b online now," Su m merville said. "Wt! have to kct>p up with
technological changes."
But increasing the te~ hnology camt> wi th
a price for many students. Asidt~ from the
problems with .1ccessing grades the syst~m
was originally very slow.
"They say you' re supposed to have
'instant access,' but you really hrwe no
access," Ward said.
Please see PIN/18
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Look here for a
guide about the
new Playstation2, arriving
soon at a store
near you.
•see Page 9

The Murray State Racers face
SEMO Saturday with hopes of
overcoming last week's
blowout loss to Eastern
Illinois.
•see Page 14
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Check out o ur officia l
site on the In ternet,
www.thenews.org for
more in-depth
coverage of MSU.
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MSU draws national audience
for annual history conference
Bv

LisA WHEAT

NEWS EDITOR

About 150 history gurus from
as far away as California and
Pennsylvania will make a pilgrimage to Murray State's Curris Center this weekend for the
Ohio Valley History Conference.
The conference includes 28
free sessions today and Saturday.
"It is a place where ... all historians can hear new ideas in their
fields, can make presentations
and get them critiqued by their
colleagues," ·said Ken Wolf,
interim history department
chair. "It is a professional meet·
ing, a sharing of ideas."
Tonight Donald Johnson of
the Kentucky Humanities Council will present his impersonation of Alben Barkley, who was
from Paducah and rose to be

in 1948. Barkley lived from 18771956 and is the namesake of
Lake Barkley and Barkley Dam.
Johnson's presentation will
follow a banquet at 6:30 p.m. in
the Curris Center.
William Mulligan, associate
professor of history, will be
among five Murray State faculty
who will present academic
papers at the conference. He will
discuss Irish miners and their
immigration to northern Michigan.
"I started on this project when
I lived in upper Michigan ... nnd
I noticed there were a lot of Irish
names on the streets and there
had been a lot of Irish people
there in the past, but they were
all gone," Mulligan said.
For banquet reservations or
more information on the sessions, phone 762-2234.

?53-MA/'JE
Don't forget to make your appointment for formal/

NEW!

Wednesday, Oct. 11

Harry Truman's vice president

'!1~~;~~

9:15 a.m. A false fire alarm
sounded at Franklin College.
7:43 p.m. Someone was throwing
water balloons from the Springer
College third floor.

Thursday, Oct. 12
p.m. Theft of clothes was
reported at Regents College.
11:10 p.m. A vehicle missing
from the Hart College parking
lot. It had been towed after hitting a building at Calloway Gardens earlier that evening. The
caller was advised to retrieve his
vehicle from the city police.
U

Friday, Oct. 13
12:12 a.m. Two citations were
issued for an alcohol violation at
14th and Payne streets.
1:34 a.m. There was a report of a
drunken driver leaving the Curris Center parking lot and going
toward Five Points. University
Police searched the area, but

bicycle at Stewart Stadium.
5 p.m. An officer cited someone
for having no proof of insurance
and no registration at 14th and
Payne streets.

Tuesday, Oct. 17

11:24 p.m. A citation was issued
for disn.•garding a stop sign.

11:58 a.m. A purse was reported
stolen from Wells Hall room 323.
1:56 p.m. Theft of clothes in a
laundry room was reported from
Franklin College.
2:46 p.m. A WKMS employee
reported a lost mixer board.
5:20 p.m. A caller reported
harassing phone calls at Springer
College.
6:42 p.m. A vehicle was vandalized at the stadium parking lot.
9:15 p.m. The Franklin College
residence director reported a fire
pull station had been pulled, but
that there was no fire alarm.

Monday, Oct. 16

Wednesday, Oct. 18

3:17 p.m . A student found his

5:57 a.m. Several people were

Saturday, Oct. 14
1:50 p.m. Skateboarders at the
Doyle Fine Arts Center rock garden were given a verbal warning
and their parents were notified.

Sunday, Oct. 15

running down the football field
with no clothing. The people
were gone upon University
Police's arrival.
4:49 p.m. An occupied elevator
was stuck in the Applied Science
Building.
9:31 p.m. Skateboarders in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center rock garden were advised there is no
skateboarding or in-line skating
in the mall areJ.
Racer Escorts - 15
Motorist Assists - 10

Police Beat is compilt•d by Shelley
Street, assistant m•ws editor, from
materials available from Public
Safety. All dispatched calls are not
necessarily listt.Yi.

The deadline for submission of degree opplicotions for graduation in
May 2001 is W ed nesday, Nov. 1. All completed packets should
be turned in to the Registrar's Office by 4:30 p.m. an that day.
Students who hove not picked up o degree packel should come to
the Registrar's Office and speak to Jan Perm, Assistant Registrar, or
Renee Garrison, Degree Clerk, as soon as possible.
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were unable to locate the person.
2:35 a.m. Bernard M. Weindl,
student, was arrested for driving
under the influence at Chestnut
and Eighth streets and lodged in
Calloway County Jail.
1:25 p.m. A smoke alarm at
Woods Hall went off for undetermined reasons.
3:05 p.m. Housing requested
University Police destroy seized
alcoholic beverages.
Police
destroyed 88 cans, 19 bottles and
13 40 oz. bottles of beer.

APPL ICATION DEADLINE
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ASSOCIATE DEGREES
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We're giving away this '87 Cadillac Coup de VIlle
on Halloween! {Oct. 31st, 6 pm)

REGISTER NOW! SEPTEMBER THRU OCT. 31ST

AT ,
ROB MAILHOUSE

BRET DOMROSE

KEANU REEVES

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!
• $5 MSU STUDENTS
• $8 GENERAL PuBLIC

Nov. 17 Doors
Lovettopen
Auditorium
@ 8 p.m.
7 p .m.
@

For 111ore info contac t 762-6951
www.msusga.com
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-1300 N. 121 BYPASS (NEXT TO LOWE'S) • MURRAY, KY

The Dealership That's Doing Business

A New and Exciting Way!
CALL OS 70DAY

(270) 753-5315 • I-800JI5H31
1 ) Must be 18 Yrs of Age to Register
2.) Must Register on a Salesman's Business Card
3 ) Wmner Wtll be responstble for tax. Iitle, &license
4.) MUST be present to wm, No Purchase Necessary
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Question New technology brings problems
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762-4468

PHONE:

Our View
ISSUE:
MANY NEW
TECHNOLOGICAL
FEATURES HAVE
SEEN
IMPlEMENTED IN
THE PAST YEAfL

Week

POSIT ION:

How closely do you
follow the presidential
election coverage?
11

1 GOT ON

UNIVERSITY
OFFICIALS
SHOULD PROVIDE
OTHER OPTIONS
IN ADDITION TO
THE INTERNET
FOR STUDENTS TO
OBTAIN THEIR
GRADES AND
ASSIGNMENTS.

VOTESMART .COM
AND
RESEARCHED THE
CANDIDATES.

11

"I BARELY WATCH
TV, SO WHEN I
TURN IT ON,

I SEE

TWO GUYS
SQUABBLING
OVER
HEGHAN CARMODY

sophomore. St. Louis

SOMETHING.

11

"I've WATCHED
ONE OF THE
THREE
DEBATES."

"I

DON'T

BECAUSE I
DON'T LIKE
BUSH."

{

The implementation of the Personal
Information
Network system, computer labs on campus and supplemental pages to
courses on the Murray State Web site
are all sure signs
the University has
officially taken its
place in the Age of
Technology.
And this is a good
thing. But the University seems to
have jumped on the
bandwagon just a
little too quickly
this time.
Last week, students who wanted
to check midterm
grades
were
informed that they
were no longer
available at Sparks
Hall
and
they
wouldn't be receiving them in the
mail. Students were
directed to the PIN
system, which displays their grades
via the Internet.
However, because
of an overload of
students checking
their grades, the
PIN system
was
practically unavailable to students for
almost a week after
their
mid-term
grades
were
promised.
Since
students
could no longer go
to Sparks Hall to
get their grades in
print,
the
only
alternative was to

1 FOLLOW IT

CLOSE ENOUGH
TO CARE."

ADAM BREWER
sophomore, Psductlh

NEWS
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@ murraystat e.edu
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Hey kids!

technology?!

•Your Views
about very much, President and unrealistic if they believe men
Alexander has the critical can resist themselves from temptaresponsibility to set a high ethical tion.
Let me refresh your mind to what
standard for our future farmers
To the Editor:
and business agriculture man- really oct-ur when a woman decides
to play the game of showing her
University President Kern agers.
The individuals who have body parts flauntingly. Recent staAlexander's intentions for devt!loping the agricultural and eco- insisted on keeping this facility tistics show one in every six female
nomic interest in western Ken- open at this location are showing students are sexually hara:.sed
tucky, as he stated in "The Mur- by example a total disregard for every year in American universiray State News" Sept. 29 is n very individual property rights, ties. And 60 percent of young adult
noble cause; however, develop- which should be held sacred in .male students confess they will
ment of animal waste handling consideration of life, liberty and commit rape if they know for sure
and processing facilities that the pursuit of happiness. The they could get nway with the crime.
It isn't smart to instruct women to
have permits to import 10,000 building has many uses that
show
off their bodies. If Matheny
would
not
harm
people
nor
tons of fecal matter consisting of
decides
to walk semi-naked, 1 am
infringe
upon
individual
properchicken, cow, horse and hog
nobody
to judge her. Hemember
ty
rights.
waste each year should not be
that
everything
you teach will come
We
have
found
out
the
hard
done at the expense of recrewhether
you like it or
back
to
you
way
that
voluntary
set
backs
and
ational areas, tourism and a comnot.
voluntary
controls
for
plants
of
munity's
future
economic
Matheny may not agree with me
this type do not work. There will
growth interests.
as
many other people reading this
always
be
a
few
people
who
have
It is unreasonable to import
article,
but you will have to agree
to
be
forced
to
do
the
right
thing.
animal feces and other contamiwith
me
that it requires a stronger
Why
should
the
little
people
nated wastes' into the city limits
character
and conviction to liberate
or any populated area. Kentuck- always have to suffer for the misourselves
from rulrs written by
ians should not be forced to takes of the powerful?
men
that
enslave
us to their gaze.
endure such a heavy burden
As you can sec, women cannot sepwhich completely destroys their James Sullivan
property values and exposes Sullivan's Par 3 Golf Course arate their identity from their
appearance.
them to air that is unhealthy to owner
Matheny said such clothing
breathe.
All research and experimental Women not liberated by makes women feel comfortable and
fun: then \·vhy not just w,1lk naked,
attempts to protect the environ- flaunting body parts
as she stMcd, it was Adam and Eve
ment should above all protect
who ate the apple!
human health so the unknowing To the Editor:
Certainly,
we didn't cat the apple,
public is not used as human lab
but
our
generation
shows that we
I
was
amazed
last
Friday
when
I
specimens.
h,wen't
gone
back
to
the innocence
read
the
article
by
Krista
Matheny
Through no fault of our own
period
eitht'r.
Everything
is "illicabout
women's
clothing
that
I
we have been placed in the
it,"
but
not
everything
is
beneficiaL
decided
to
answer
her
with
this
uncomfortable position of havWe live in a society that tends to
ing to fight to protect our proper- one. There is nothing wrong with
evaluate
individu.1ls based on looks
ty values as well as the future being !'covered up by yards and
instead
of
their minds, which is
success of our par three golf yards of concealing fabric." And the
why
many
women
opt to alter their
course and sports center that reason many women do this is
bodies.
I
want
to
live in a place
greatly benefits the community because they appreciate and honor
where
womanhood
reigns and
and is the livelihood of our fami- their bodies in a more distinct way
where
we
are
empowered
to cover
than you do.
ly.
our
bodies
and
nlll
display
them,
It is not liberation when Matheny
As the leader of a great univerwhich
will
oppress
and
destroy
us
sity, a university that we all care said women can walk semi-naked,

Importation should not be
at expense of facilities
11

a

wait.
Also, students are
now finding that
more and more of
m Chip the Happy Computer
their
classes
require Internet
and I'm here to tell you all about the
technology for
wonderful advances in technology
acquiring such
provided at MSU! Did you know that
documents as
the
syllabus,
you can get your grades online?* You
daily assignment
can also look up your assignments,
and even tests.
Surely in a so- E.~~~~!-J~~~~~E~~ule and account information. Soon
minute class peri- I
"" won't have to go to class at all! Just download
od, the teachers can
find time to hand
lectures and notes. Forget those long drives; you won't
out an assignment
ever have to commute again... Heck! You won't even
or tell the class
what is expected of
have to le~ve your room! It'll be College in a Eox: order
them for the next
pizza online, talk to friends and meet people in chat
class.
Instead they usc
rooms. Think you'll miss dorm life? MSU will provide a J
this time to tell stuSim StudentTM which resembles the stereotype you g
dents where on the
o
Internet they can
represent. Your Sim StudentTM will be able to go to ~
firid what is expectparties, fight with roommates, and sleep in! This ~
ed of them.
lt seems as though
simplified life
that many faculty
can all be yours for
and staff are using
the low, LOW price of
the technology just
for the sake of
$500,000 per semester!
keeping with the
rA1Jy bother livinrr
life
times.
In
many
YYJ
:3
cases, it is actually
when it can be lived
more of a hindrance
to the student to
for you through
get on the Internet
and
get
their
assignment than it
•Available only between 5:00pm and 5:04pm
is to keep track of a
few papers.
Disclaimer: Murray State University does not take responsibility for
Before we know
radiation or other 111 effects due to over-exposure to computer monitors.
it, we may be told
not to come to class
at all, but that the
entire
student- students and make dents don't even discriminatory to
teacher correspon- things more conve- have a computer in students who do
their
residential not have a computdence will occur nient for them.
through e-mail or
Perhaps the Uni- college room or er.
on a Web site.
Give· the students
versity should offer their house, much
It seems changes an a he rna tive to less an 1nternet a choice, and they
should occur to the Internet for stu- connection.
This will decide what is
accommodate the dents. Some stu- type of program is best for them.
and put us under unhealthy man
control.
Melissa Morales
graduate student, Puerto Rico

ATO fraternity thanked for
f undraising involvement
To the Editor:

Write to us
"The Murray
State News"
welcomes
commentaries
and letters to the
editor. Letters
should be 300
words or fewer
and must be

signed.
The Father Joseph Saffer Council
of the Knights of Columbus wish to
thank the brothers of Alpha Tau
Omega for assisting us with this
year's Tootsie Roll Drive, which rais·
es funds for the K of C Mental Retar·
dation Foundation. This year, with
their help, the Tootsie Roll Drive
raised over $3,900 for the Mentally
Handicapped of which 75 percent
will be distributed locally.
Carl Woods
Campaign Chairman of Father
Joseph Saffer Council #6897 Tootsie
Roll Drive

Editorial cartoon in poor taste
To the Editor:
I am astonished by the editorial
cartoon in ''The Murray State
News" on Oct. 12. The c.utoonist
obviously has a disdain for the
Murray Police Department; however, it is the lack of sophistication
that bewilders me.
Surely Murrny State is .1n institution of higher learning, which offers
courses to expand even a cartoonist's command of the English language beyond unseemly phrase:.
scribbled on toilet walls. I wonder if
he washed his hands after obtaining
his latest inspiration.

John Knight
Murray Police Department chief

Contributors
should include
addresses and
phone numbers
for verification.
Please include
hometown,
classification, title
or relationship to
the University.
"The Murray
State News''
reserves the right
to edit for style,
length and
content.

OPIED
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Alcohol may increase sexual activity
In My

Opinion

ANGIE WYATT
" ACCORDING
TO RESEARCH,
ONE Of THE TOP
RISK FACTORS
FOR TEEN
SEXUAL
INVOLVEMENT IS

We have read with interest the recent letters to the
editor about the upcoming
proposal to allow the sale of
alcohol in restaurants and
would like to offers some
additional information for
readers to consider.
We recognize that alcohol
will have an effect on our
work at the pregnancy care
center. Everyday, we meet
with people who are facing
an unplanned pregnancy,
most of them between the
ages of 15 and 24. And we
witness the emotional pain
and heartache that sexual
activity outside of marriage
can bring.
In addition, our abstinence team is continuing to

make efforts in schools and
churches to encourage teenagers to save sexual activity
until marriage. What does
this have to do with the
upcoming alcohol vote?
Ach.t<11ly, it has much to do
with it.
According to research,
one of the top risk factors for
t~n sexual involvement is
alcohol use. In fact, teens
who are 14 and younger and
who use alcohol are twice as
likely to have sex than those
who do not.
Older teens who drink are
seven times more likely to
have sex than non-drinking
teens and are twice as likely
to have four or more partners.

While it may be difficult
to discern which came first,
the sexual activity or the
alcohol use, all in all, 63 percent of teens who use alcohol have had sex compared
to 26 percent of teens who
don't drink, according to the
Dec. 7, 1999, CASA report.
The same is true for university students as well. In
fact, a study done at New
York's Columbia University
in 1994 revealed that 60 percent of college women who
.\Cquired sexually transmitted diSCtlSCS, including
AIDS, were drunk at the
time of infection.
Also, 90 percent of rapes
that occurred on campus
happened when alcohol was

used by the perpetrator, victim or both, according to a
1994 CASA report.
Another recent study
relE'ased by the Centers for
Disease Control found the
l'atc of sexually transmitted
diseases was directly proportional to the cost of alcohol in the research area.
The cheaper the alcohol,
the higher the rate of STDs,
according to the April 27
CDC study. This is not a
coincidence. Alcohol use
among young people leads
to ..m increase in sexual
activity.
These findings are true
because alcohol weakens
inhibitions, impairs judgment, impairs the ability to

make wise choices and to
protect oneself from harm.
In this letter, I cannot go into
great detail about the negative physical, emotional,
economic and social impact
of unmarried sexual activity, including unplanned
pregnancy, rape and abortion, but hopefully. most
readers will recognize these
results.
Teens are not legally able
to purchase alcohol; however, that is not preventing
them from obtaining it.
Actually, this is more about
what kind of example we
are setting for them.
Although
we
cannot
attribute all the decisions
young people make to the

environment in which they
live, it can be said environment does play a big role in
the formation of values.
When alcohol becomes
more accessible, it makes a
statement to young people
about the acceptability of its
use.
If schools, parents and our
community would not only
teach youth to "just say no,"
but would also model a
strong foundation of character and values, young people will have a better opportunity to choose healthy
behavior and avoid harm.
Angie Wyatt is execufit•e
director vf tlu• Lifellouse Care
Center.

ALCOHOL USE."

Busy activities
schedule brings
lack ·of sleep
Typically, the average human being
needs eight hours of sleep a night.
Right. I think it would be cause for celebration if I had gotten eight hours of
sleep in the past week.
I'm sure more than a few of you
understand. With college comes the
good things - parties, friendships,
organizations and movie nights.
·
But how exactly do you fit it all in?
Time management professionals offer
solutions. Organizational theories like
LOREE STARK
stress-management classes that would
allow us time to do everything.
But I'm here to give you the real
" AFTER JWO
answer: it just won' t happen.
YEARS ON
After two years on Murray State's
fine campus, I have decided there is
MURRAY
absolutely no way to successfully
STATE'S FINE
schedule activities so I will have time
CA!1PUS, I HAVE
to sleep.
I know this becdltse I am not an
DECIDED THERE
extremely
productive person- I don't
IS ABSOLUTELY
party, my social life outside of the
NO WAY TO
newsroom and Elizabeth College is
SUCCESSFULLY
marginal and I'm not taking that many
classes.
SCHEDULE
Yet, every night I find myself awake
ACTIVITIES SO I
until 2 a.m., working on something.
WILL HAVE TIME
When 1 do sleep, it is short and restless.The
few dreams I have are about
TO SLEEP."
things I could be doing with my time.
For example, in the bounds of fitful
slumber, I often dream of what my
funeral would be like. The programs
for the ceremony would be printed on
resume paper. There would be a long
line of attendees at the door waiting to
get their residentjal college ID's
checked.
In fact, the entire ceremony would be
delayed because they would be waiting for my cartoonist to call in the
dimensions for my cofftn.
Maybe you can see why I don't sleep
that often now.
In the conveniently defined line~ of
society, there is no solution to the problem of time management; however, the
conveniently defined lines of society
do not apply to someone who is running on three hours of sleep.
Here's what I propose: I think everyone should be allotted a certain
amount of time-freeze capabilities,
much like Zne:h possessed in the early
years of "Sawd By the Bell." Whenever he r<1n into a problem, he would
simply s.ty "Time-Out," freeze the
moment and use whatever means necessary to rectiiy the situation.
When everything gets too he<.- tic,
when we can' t find anytime for shuteye, simply "Time-Out" the moment,
and catch up with the rest of the world.
Sure, it isn't the most practic<1l of
solution::., but when 24 hours a day
isn't enough, you may have to resort to
•even the most biz.ure of options.
The phrase "time is a precious commodity" is highly underrated . It's
more like an endangered spedes, n~ar
ing the top of the list for extinction. I
barely have C'nough time to write this
column, much less schedule eight
whole hours for sleep.

In My

Opinion

Loree Stark is tile viewpoint editor for "Tile
Murray Slate Ner.vs."
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Advertising brings unnecessary purchases
Now I know that there are a bunch good s<.'qul~l, Clnd it had some really $26 I was about to spend could have
In
of No-Limit Soldiers out there loading cool p<lrts, but there was nothing real- gone to a better cause, like food for a
their No-Limit guns so that they can ly that g.we me the desire to spend week; however, this was the ultimate
pop a No-Limit bullet in my Limited $14.95 to buy it.
DVD in a metal case that was only
body because of some of the ramBut oh, how things change. Green available while supplies lasted.
blings that I managed to get previous- leaves turn brown. Cracker Barrels (Apparently, there is a large supply,
ly published. But I must confess that rise from parking lots. Fresh bread because every T2 DVD I have seen is
this article has absolutely nothing to goes stale. (OK, so that is a little in one of these collector's edition
do with bumping, rattling or the like. obscure, but oh well.) And I would cases.}
"Oh, my God, how c.ttn this be? Will soon have .1 complete reversal of attiSo I, of course, went with the movie.
he write about the parking situ,1tion? tude about buying T2.
I mean, food is not going to come in a
Is he going to write about the dilapiYou st.'e,. one night I was sitting at limited edition metal case, right'?
jOHN GIBSON
dated state of University buildings?" home, watching TV like any other
In hindsight, purchasing the movie
Many of you may be asking these average individual. All was going based on the sole reason that it came
questions right now. OK, so none of welJ, until the commercial break hit. I in what would turn out to be a really ,
" As A KID, I
you are asking these questions. But could tell that the commercial coming cheap metal case was probably a bad
WAS ALWAYS
humor me folks, this is all I got.
on was for a mov.ie and my interest idea. I have yet to watch the whole
No, I really have nothing intlamma- was slightly aroused.
thing and I have had it for almost four
THE ONE WHO
tory about which to write. I am afraid
Upon seeing that it was for yet weeks now.
WANTED THE
Bryan Garner succeeded in covering another version of T2, I quickly fell
It was meant to happen; the adverOVERPRICED Gl
one of the many problems with cam- back into rny previous state of not tisers knew exactly how to suck somepus parking. The current physical giving n rat's patootie. What 1 was one like myself into buying their
j OE FIGURES
state of certain campus buildings has about to realize was that this was no product. They had won the fight.
WITH THE
already been reporll'd I commented ordinary release of T2. Oh no, my
This is not a new experience. As a
TALKING
on by Loree Stark.
friends, this was the ULTIMATE kid, I was always the one who wantBACKPACKS."
So I guess the only thing my newest DVD!
ed the overpriced GI Joe figures that
rant can be classified as hi that mindAs the commercial progressed, it had the talking backp<lcks. (They
less crap you read while wondering was revealed to me that I would not were apparently designed for chilhow long it will take the scrambled only be able to enjoy the original ver- dren who lacked the imagination to
eggs to work their magic in your sion, but <llso a new and improved make their own sound effects or diastomach.
version with .111 of the deleted scenes logue.)
Today, kids, we are going to talk included .
Why, exactly, did I beg may parents
«bout my losing battlt.> with mass
I h'Ould .1lso be able to see the orig- to buy me these? Because they were
advertising. I write about this because inal tr.1ilcrs, as well as have easy hyped up as Deluxe Edition Talking
I am sure there is probably one guy scene selection with fully interactive Gl Joes.
out there who is losing that Sctme bat- menus.
OK, who am I kidding? I would still
tle. (Two would be wishful thinking, I found all of these extra features fair- by those talking Gl Joes today.
and more than likely the one guy has ly neal, but l s till had no desire to go
I swear, I would probably blow $10
cllready flipped to the sports section.) out and buy the movie.
on a jagged piece of scrap metal, as
What got me thinking .1bout this
Well, app.nently the advertising long as it was advertised as a Deluxe
b.1ttle was the recent re-re-rerele.tse of executives for this movie realized that Special Edition Jagged Piece of Scrap
Terminator 2. I ~rty rc-rc-rerelease they m.ty come across someone like Metal (with ta lking backpack, of
because it has been popped out on the my..,elf, and so they pulled out their course).
market in one form or another about a Sl!crct weapon.
Oh, well. I am assuming that the
thousand times since its original theYes, if r, the reluctant consumer, eggs have begun to take away years
atrical release. I believe there was were to rush out to the store as soon from your lives now, so I'll take that
even c1 laser disc version. Everyone as possible, I could be one of the lucky as my cue to shut up.
remembers those things, right?
few to ge t this ultimate DVD ... in a
Hasta Lavista, folks.
Anyway, up until its most recent limited edition metal ca::.e.
rerelease, I had been .1ble to resist
And I \\'CIS sold. For the ne.xt few john Gibson is a jmtior history major
buying T2. Granted, it was a pretty d.1ys I struggled with the idea. The from Henderson.
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Act requires campuses to post crime
log
on
Web
Msu
students
..
BY J ONATHAN WATKI NS
STAff WRITER

Nearly two years after the Hester
College fire that claimed the life of
Murray State student Michael Minger,
a Kentucky House Bill named in his
honor was enacted.
According to House Bill 322, known
as the Michael Minger Act, there are
several new procedures that public
and private postsecondary institt;ttions
are required to follow. The bill was
effective in mid-July.
The crime log on the University's
Web site is updated at least once a day
to comply with the Minger Act and
lists about 25 types of offenses, includ·
ing assault, menacing, stalking, sexual
offenses, burglary, weapons possession and drug and alcohol violations.

[nterim Director of Public Safety
Mittie Southerland said complying
with all of the sections of the act was
difficult.
"It was a challenge to get the crime
log on the Web," she said. "Information Systems helped us put the database together and create the Web site."
On a yearly basis, schools are
required to submit a written report to
the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education. Dubbed a Campus
Security Act Report, the document
must contain information about current policies, crime statistics and other
safety-related issues.
Another change that resulted from
the Minger Act was the policy on
reporting actual fires and fire alarms.
Even if an alarm is false, campus security must immediately report the incident to the state fire marshall's office

in Frankfort.
Although there are many new :
procedures to follow, Assistant !
Vice President for Student !
Affairs Mike Young said the j
Minger Act is "an effort toward j
safety."
i
"If it makes the students feel j
safer, it's a good thing," he said.
"It's the law now, and Murray i
State will conform."
iI
Violations of the Minger Act j
will result in a $500 to $1,500 !
fine and can include imprison- !
ment for up to 30 days in the !
county jail.
i
The crime log and crime sta- !

... ··c.:im;; r;port~dt,-y .:.-su·P~btic..~t;IY·-·-·
for 1999

· ·3~

BY J ONATHAN W ATKINS

l

tistics for Murray State are ~---------------_.
accessible on the Web site
Robt.'rt Pieroni/The New.s
www .murraysta te.edu/ publicsafety I crimelog/. Crime statistics and on the Web site www.murraystate.edu
general safety information are located I publicsafety I crime99.htm.

SIAFF WRITER

PUBLIC SAFETY
With a new $25,000 penalty
MITTIE
hanging over their heads, security
SOUTHERLAND officials may think twice before
SAID MURRAY misreporting c~e statistics.
Under a rev1sed federal law

STATE EXCEEDS. passed this year, schools that
OTHER
report false statistics will be fined
SCHOOLS IN
$25,000 for each wrong figure.
COMPLIANCE.

The Jeanne Clery Di..c;closure of
Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act, which
became law in 1990, outlines the
crime information schools are
required to report.
Murder, sex offenses, robbery,
aggravated assault, burglary,
motor vehicle theft, manslaughter, w~apon possession and drug
and alcohol violations are the

crimes schools need to report.
Mittie Southerland, interim
Director of Public Safety at Murray State, said many schools have
never filed a report or have incorrectly reported information for
years.
"Cracking down after 10 years
is probably justified," she said.
According to an Oct. 4 "USA
Today" article, the U.S. Department of Education has audited
more than 100 colleges' crime
reports in the past decade and
found problems with nearly all of
them.
'
But Southerland said there is "a
lot of room for interpretation" in
the Clery Act on how the crime
reports should be put together.
"Laws are getting more specific
as time goes on, but there's still a

BY

0~ .. . ~

Federal law fines universities $25,000 for falsifying crime figures
INTERIM
DIRECTOR OF

explOre Opti OllS
at career fair

lot of interpretation to be done,"
she said. "Another problem is that
laws differ from state to state."
She said Public Safety reports
correct information and more statistics than are required by law.
According to "USA Today,"
some colleges reduce their crime
statistics by leaving out crimes
that occur on city streets running
through the campus. Also, oncampus rapes reported to crisis
centers or local police stations and
fraternity and sorority house incidents often slip through universities' fingers.
Southerland said she tries to get
as much crime information from
outside sources as she can.
"The problem that we're running into is that data about crimes
that were not reported directly to

Public Safety or through campus
officials is not easily accessible
with the current city computer
system," she said.
Southerland also said rape victim counselors are not required to
report on-campus rapes to Public
Safety unless the victim allows
them to disclose that information.
Murray State is on the right
track, Southerland said.
"We're in much better shape
than many other schools right
now," she said. "Of course, there
are always areas we can improve
on and we're working on that."
The Clery Act can be found at
www.soconline.org/publicsafety /cleryact/text.html. Crime statistics deemed reportable by the
Clery Act are located at
http:/ /ope.ed.gov/security/.

liSA WHEAT

NEWS EDITOII

Hundreds of Murray State students
set aside their everyday jeans and Tshirts for a more professional loo~ on
Wednesday as they headed to the
Career Services Fall Career Fair in the
Curris Center.
About 100 businesses attended the
job fair, which was held from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. At noon, more than 500 students
had signed into the event.
The students who took the time to
dress up impressed Christy Swanson, a
representative of EMI Christian Music
Group. Swanson commonly attends
career fairs for the recording company,
but this was her first time at Murray
State.
"Actually, (students) dress a lot nicer
here than at the others," she said. "Plus,
I've had a lot of students asking a lot of
questions, which rarely I get."
Swanson said a lot of internships
stem off the job fair experience.
John Davis of the Paducah-based
Digital Connections said the career fair
was beneficial for the newly-founded
software company. But there was one
pet peeve he expressed.
"Anybody who asks about money I am turned off, if that is the first ques~
tion out of their mouth," he said.
Christina Eller, a senior business
major from Paducah, said she was
exploring her options at the career fair.
But she was looking for something in
western Kentucky and most of the jobs
would require relocation, she said.
Said Eller: "For anyone who could
just get out there and pass out some
resumes, it'd be beneficial."
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Local stores solicit Christmas workers
BY LISA W HEAT
NEWS EDITOR

Although most students aren't
thinking past pumpkins and
sca'recrows, local retailers are
ready to stock their stores with
employees for the 01ristmas holidays.
While plenty of jobs are availnble, ~tore managers are a lso
finding ,m abundance of applicant!>.
After running a help-wanted
ad in the "Murray Ledger &
Times" last week, J.C. Penney
managers said a flood of applicants have come in for interviews.
Assistant
Manager
Delaine Cook said about 50 people have expressed interest in
sales clerk positions for the holidays. She said the store would
hire about 25 to supplement its
50
sales
clerks
already
employed.
"There arc more people out
looking for merchandise than
any other time of year," Cook
said of the Christmas holiday.

Ryan Brooks/The Nf·W~

Chris l<~ra nkJin , general manager of Dawabares, pulls newlyarrived holiday decorations out of boxes in the store's back room.

"Customers demand it earlier, so
of course you have to supply it
earlier."
Janke Claud, J.C. Penney customer service supervisor, said
the holiday shopping season
kicks off with a three-day sale
starting Nov. 3. The store is hiring now so the employees can be
trained before the shopping
rush.
Holiday shopping bills prompt
people to look for extra employment the last two months of the
year, Cook said. J.C. Penney
employees also get a discount on
their purchases at the store.
"At Christmas, you have more
bills than normal, so a lot of people that work full time will work
part time to pay those bills," she
said .
Cook said those hired during
the holiday season may remain
on staff into the spring if the
store has an opening. The transition to a permanent position is
smooth because the employee is
already traim.•d, she said.
That was the plan of Lynne

Unfortunately the Nlte Owl
. thought he was OK to drive (it
was Just four blocks to his
house from the party) and was
picked up one morning after an
aU-night affair. He hated the
jail and lost his driving privi·
leges For at least three months.
OF course he wiU still be out
at hie Favorite hangouts, but he
wm need to find aew alcohol·
'
Free friends
to hour him~round.
Find a designated driver.
It could
to

Fortener of Murray as she
applied for a job at J.C. Penney
on Tuesday.
"I'm hoping for something
permanent/' she said.
At Com-Austin, now is the
time for looking through
resumes to fmd qualified candidates for the Christmas season.
Owner Greg McReynolds said he
expects to hire about four additional people to give personal
attention to the rush of holiday
customers.
"We're probably a little more
on the over-staffed side anyway," he said. "U I get a good
employee during the holidays.
I'll try to keep them."
New Com Austin employees
will begin around Nov. 1 and
will help during extended hours
and with gift wrapping.
Wai-Mart is another store that
will beef up its employee numbers. Personnel manager Tracey
Reeder said the Murray SuperCenter will add about 40 workers, mostly sales clerks, d uring
the holiday season. She said she

is not worried about finding
enough people to fill the need•.
"We usually get at least 10
applications a day," she said.
Murray State students are also
heading to Dawahares for seasonal work. Supervisor Stacey
Milb expects to add about five
employees, and said the store
has received "tons of applications."
"There are so many Murray
State students," she said. "Everyone needs extra spending money
at Christmas time."
Christmas tree sales and trimming demand attention at
Lowe's this time of year, but
overall store managers don't
expect to hire many people just
for the holiday::..
Howard Smith, manager of
Lowe's se.1sonal displays, said
the store has been adding
employees as sales increased
since it opened last year. Lowe's
employs 110 workers.
Said Smith: "As of mass hiring,
no, we won't really be doing a
large scale hiring."
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Parking eliminated at Regents, added in other area Student government
need to run into Sparks Hall for a
short time."
The marked-off spaces in the
back right comer of Regents parking lot are being reserved for
workers and contractors involved
in the renovation of the Carr
Health Building. Southerland said
Public Safety modified an original
plan that requested more spaces be
blocked off.
The latest subtraction of spaces
has irked some campus residents.
"I don't understand why they
did not block off the parking
directly behind Carr Health," said
Brandon
Flexer, sophomore

BY JASON YATES
EDITOR IN CHIEF

While one area of Murray State's
campus gained access to an additional parking lot this week,
Regents College residents lost the
use of more than 20 parking
spaces.
The barriers to 18 blue and red
zoned spaces were removed at the
site of the old Westside Baptist
Church building, next to the
Development and Alumni Affairs
Building.
The lot has been constructed for
weeks, but interim Director of
Public Safety Mittie Southerland
said it was not opened sooner
because workers had to wait for
the new pavement to settle before
painting stripes to outline the
spaces.
Southerland said the lot may
feature a request the Student Government Association made last
year.
"The lot is supposed to have
some 30-minute parking spaces,"
she said. "(Former SGA president)
Brandon Kirkham came to me
with the idea last year. This would
benefit students and faculty that

dubs 3 Doors Down
show success, trial run
BY GREG STARK
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

r:iiilllll...,....

Regents resident from Waverly, L--=~~---..L:l~-~
Tenn. "The workers could have
Laura Deaton/The News
parked and been right at their job
site."
Cars lined tbe lot created at tbe former Westside Church site
Southerland said too much con- Wednesday after it was opened for parking earlier In the week.
gestion would result if the spaces
behind Carr Health were blocked
off for workers; however, Flexer
sees the Regents lot as a safety haz-

more than five or six cars parked
in the area since it has been
blocked off.
Regents College Pres1'dent Richi e

an inconvenience.
"Parking is the biggest complaint on campus," he said.
Southerland said Public Safety

ard.

McClerken said he gets calls from

two rows that are blocked off, and
when they see they can't, they start
backing up right into traffic," he
said.
Flexer added he has never seen

upset Regents residents every day.
He said he does not know where
the overflow of traffic is parking.
SGA President Michael Thome
said the spots being taken away is

has done everything they can to
reduce the impact on parking. She
realizes every space is important.
"We have had to take an active
role to protect as many spaces as
we can," she said. "We also try to
get the ones we lose back quickly."

"I see people pulling. into the

Paducah college gets funds for space education center
Whitfield's office, the congressional
funding will be used for curriculum
materials, flight simulators, furnishings and operating costs. The
total cost of the project is estimated
to be $5.2 million.
"Paducah's Challenger Learning
Center will take students from
western Kentucky to a new learning frontier," Whitfield said in the
press release.

BY MARCI O WEN
STAff WRITER

U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky)
announced Tuesday he received a
$1 .5 million congressional appropriation to establish a Challenger
learning Center for space age education at Paducah Community College.
According to a press release from

'
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Policy Director Larry VanHoose
said 21 counties in western Kentucky will participate in the program.
Paducah joins a national network
of approximately 40 Challenger
centers, including Hazard and Radcliffe sites.
The center will operate under the
management of Paducah Junior
College, Inc.

ene

..' '·

The Challenger center will use
the theme of space exploration to
encourage interest in math, science
and technology and motivate
young students to aspire to careers
in those fields.
Teachers will participate in a
training program and receive materials for use in the classroom before
their scheduled class visits to the
Challenger Learning Center.
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ROCK-A-THON
FOR ALPHA GAMMA DELTA FOUNDATION
AND DIABETES ASSOCIATION

ARE YOU READY TO ROCK WITH THE GAMS?
Nov. 3 & 4
Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge

~lttZe~

A Murray State Faculty Member

Raffle Tickets
sold in the Curris
Center

for

Murray City Council
JOSEPH "JAY, MORGAN~
• MSU Professor/Leadership
Program Director
• MSU Graduate
• Leadership Murray
•Leadership W. KY

Student Government Association Concert Chair Curtis
Baker said he felt many emotions going into last week's 3
Doors Down concert ' at the
Regional Special Events Center.
"I was very excited," he
said. "I was kind of nervous
about going into it."
Baker's concerns didn't last
long. All 3,462 allotted tickets
were sold, technically giving
the RSEC its first concert sellout.
The success of the 3 Doors
Down concert gives the SGA
hope that more success is on
the way.
SGA President Michael
Thome said the Oct. 28 Sinbad concert may come close
to a sellout. The arena's layout will be similar in structure to the 3 Doors Down
concert, but will have about
500 more seats. In addition,
Sinbad's comedic talents
appeal to many audiences,
Thorne said.
"If we don't sell it out,
we'll be real close/' he said.
"He's entertaining many different groups."
Baker said overall everybody learned some things
they can put toward preparing for the upcoming con-

certs.
"We're going to have more
people, more security and
more people working in
RSEC," he said.
Thome said the 3 Doors
Down concert was somewhat
of a dress rehearsal for
upcoming concerts.
"I think 3 Doors Down was
a run through for us," he
said. "For a Jot of people (a
new SGA Senate) it was their
first experience handling a
concert."
Baker said having a good
relationship with RSEC officials will lead to more success in landing concerts.
"We are having a very
good relationship between
the SGA and RSEC," he said.
"We're splitting the cost for
Sinbad. When we do that, we
are able to bring more to
Murray State."
Ticket sales for the Nov.
17th Dogstar concert at
Lovett Auditorium began
Monday. Thome said those
sales have been going well so
far. Admission for the
Dogstar concert is $5 for
MSU students and $8 for the
general public.
Tickets for the Nov. 30
Widespread Panic concert at
the RSEC go on sale today at
10 a.m. and are $15 for MSU
students and $22 for the general public.

#8 On The Ballot

You could win a trip to
Chicago!

VOTE NOV. 7
Paid lor by Jay Morgan, Ricky Rogers, Treasurer

AI\IYDI\IE WITH UI\IPAID
LATE CHAR&E!i•••

We're W iping The Slate Clean!
WE ARE 6011\16 TO
WAIVE ALL FEE!il*

*Over 1 DO New DVD'!il

'

VID E O SUPER STORE

714 N. 12th St.

753-7670
JCPenney Shopping Center
*Fees will be waived up to $100.00 maximum in the
12 month time

........,..,.

-Call

lor Deliverv 759-4646

The Pizza Hut logo IS a trademark ol Pim Hut, Int. ~ and..., aesign.lle regiSiered trademark and trademark of Ptzu Hut, Inc. Cl2000 PIZza Hut. Inc.
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PlayStation2 tries to keep
Sony at top of gaming world
investment in the 1'52, and we September with NFL2Kl. Quake
expect that investment to pay off 3 was released Thursday and
over the next several years. We NBA2Kl will be released TuesLoud cries of agony, objects have absolute faith in Sony's abil- day. Sega hopes there will be a
flying in the air and the sounds of ity to manufacture and market huge interest in Quake 3, which
metal crashing through glass this console into a market-lead- has been one of the most popular
PC games during the last year.
ing position."
ring loudly through the stl'E'Cts.
They
are alo;o banking on the
Kathy
Vrabeack,
Activision
No, it's not a riot or a war
of online updates
marketability
of
global
executive
vice
president
scene, but it could be the scene at
branding,
said
her
company
has
for
its
sports
games'
rosters, curlocal electronics stores on Thursday when the PlayStation2 is built its business on having 3 mil- rently available with NFl2Kl.
Both Vrabeck and Brown said
lion units by March and 10 milreleased in America.
they do not think the shortage
The PlayStation2, the new lion by the end of 2001.
"Sony is still calling for exactly will tum consumers to the comvideo game system by Sony
Computer Entertainment Ameri- what our business model is built petition.
"I think (the shortage) is going
ca, is ready to jump into lhe 128- on, and I have a lot of confidence
to
create one of those scarcity sithit
that/'
Vrabeack
that
they'll
bit con..'>Ole era and try to continsaid.
"Coming
out
this
close
to
uations
where people will be
ue their dominance of the video
launch,
they
must
have
a
good
clamoring
for it even more
game wars.
But as Sony officials were rid- idea of what their manufacturing because they can't get it,"
ing the momentum of possibility is going to be able to contribute." Vrabeck said. ''Normally, it's the
While Sony is trying to keep hardcore garners that adopt new
the biggest video game system
launch in US. history, they consumers, retailers and devel- hardware first. Everybody is so
•
announced Sept. 27 that only opers from panicking, Sega excited about the PS2 that I think
500,000 units will be available for Enterprises, Ltd., makers of the they're going to know that
Thursday's release. Because of 128-bit Sega Dreamcast that is they're going to be able to get one
component short- cast currently in third place in sooner rather than later."
Brown said the shortage will
ages in Japan, console sales, sees its golden
Sony will not be opportunity to regain past glory. not be a catastrophe for Sony, but
Once at the lead of the console will continue to increase the comable to provide its
video game world, Sega fell pany's sales.
orginally
"Sony understands that it is in
into third place behind Sony
promised 1 miland Nintendo when its 32-bit everybOOy's best interest to get
lion systems.
Saturn
system these consoles to consumers as
Sony i.•:; compenflopped because of quickly as possible," Brown said.
sating by promising
technical
glitches "I think they're going to mobiliZe
100,000
units
and poor sales. Since behind that and whatever fallout
shipped to the U.S.
its release last fall, there might be will be extremely
each week until
Sega's Dreamcast, has short-term and alleviated as soon
Christmas, putting
sold 2.2 inillion sys- as the console gets into the hands
the projected total at
tems, but Sony sold 3 of consumers."
1.2 million by Ouistmillion PlayStations
Sega may be Sony's short-term
mas.
Christmas alone.
Two of Sony's
concern, but current second
Sega hopes to place and former console chammost valuable thirdexploit what it thinks pion company Nintendo is hopparty
publishel'$,
is one of PS2's weak- ing to release its 128-bit GameElectronic Arts and
nesses: the lack of cube late next year. Microsoft is
Activision, recently told
online gaming out of entering the console gaming
Tech TV's ''Gamestop
the box. Sega will market for the first time with its
TV'' that the shortage
concentrate on its line 128-bit X-Box, also expected late
will not have a real
of online games for next year.
impact on their software
sega.net, its Internet
Microsoft and Nintendo did
sales p rojections.
gaming
service, not return e-mail messages about
"We see this as a
according to Sega their game systems before press
multi-year opportunity,"
representatives.
time. Also, Sony did not return
EA spokesperson Jeff
The
service repeated requests for an interBrown said. "We
launched in view before press time.
have
a
big
BY J ASON B ILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Sony la unch games a re pictured above. (Top) DOA2 Hardcore, a Tecmo fighting game, is a retooled
version of the best-selling Sega Dreamcast gam e. (Middle left) SSX, an Electronic Arts snowboard ing game, promises to have the best gr aphics of any game at launch. (Middle right) NU L
2001 , a n EA Spor ts hockey game, was j ust announced as a la unch game last week. (Bottom) Madden NFL 2001, football game from EA Sports, will likely be the top selling game at launch.

(Top) The PlayStation2 can
be played horizontally, or
with the purchase of a seperate stand, vertically.
(Right) Tekken Tag Tournament, fig hting game from
Namco, Is the PS2 version of
t he a rcade hit.

Local stores prepare for PS2 launch
BY SCOTT G IBSON
STAFF WRITER

Chaos will strike video game distributors around the world when Sony
releases the long awaited PlayStation2
Thursday.
The hysteria may be worse than first
projected since fewer game systems will
be released. Sony will release only half
the number of PlayStation2 game systems the company originally planned.
This leaves many distributors and customers in anticipation.
Greg BeMett, manager of Movies to
Go, said he has not received confirmation on his company receiving any of
the game systems for rent.1l.
"We are eagerly awaiting whether or
not the shipment will come in," BeMett
said.
Many customers may be disappointed after waiting in line to find stores are
sold out of the new game system.
Wal-Mart is planning a midnight
release of PlayStation2, but electronics

manager Darrin Albro said the details
are not yet finalized. Wal-Mart has a
limited number of PlayStation2 game
systems available with a limit of one per
customer. The sale of PlayStation2 systems will be first come, first serve.
"My advice is to be there early/'
Albro said. "Be patient and shop early."
Babbages in Paducah's Kentucky
Oaks Mall will begin selling the
PlayStation2 at 8 a.m. Thursday.
Although many people have reservations for the system, not everyone with
a reservation is being promised a
PlayStation2. Because of the limited
number that Sony is releasing, Babbages cannot meet the customers'
demand.
Although many stores will sell out in
minutes, fierce garners should not
worry. Many local video rental stores
will carry PlayStation2.
Blockbuster Video will open at 10
a.m. Thursday with two PlayStation2
game systems and 16 PlayStation2

games. Like Wal-Mart, Blockbuster is
offering the systems on a first come,
first serve basis. Becky Hubbard, store
manager, said many customers will
want to rent the system before buying
it.

"It's such new technology and everyone wants to see it," Hubbard said. "We
try really hard to meet that need ."
Blockbu~ter will rent the PlayStation2
for $16.99 for five days. The games will
cost $4.99 for five days.
Robert Vaught, owner of Movie
World, has not yet set a price on the
games or the system. Movie World will
carry all of the initial games released
Thursday.
The PlayStation2 will have the capability to play DVDs in addition to the
original PlayStation games. Vaught said
he hopes the video game and DVD
rentals at his store will increase.
Said Vaught:"Anytime you have a
new product come out it raises interest
in anything related to the product."

Photo Illustration by Laura Deaton/The News
T he scene at many electronics stores w ith the PlayStatlon2 on T hursday could
be a picture of mass chaos if consumers do not heed cautions from retailers.
First, consumers should find out when the system will first go on sale, then be
patient In line and follow each store's policy on electronics purchases.

All game photos a nd photos of the PlayStation2 are used with
per mission from IGN.com.
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The
Week
Ahead
A lOOK AT UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS AND
AROUND TOWN. To POST INFORMATION IN THE
CALENDAR, PHONE 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO 762-3175.
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• TicketsWidespread
Panic concert,
Nov. 30 in
Regional Special
Events Center.
Tickets on sale in
the RSEC until
the day of the
concert. Tickets
are $15 with a
Racercard (limit
one) and $22 for
general public.
•TicketsDogstar, Nov. 17
in Lovett
Auditorum.
Tickets are $5
with a Racercard
(limit one), $8 for
general
public
and are available
in the SGA office.
There are no
reserved seats.

• Art showBiennial Alumni
Show, Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
• ExamsKentucky Teachers Examinations,
2 p.m., Faculty
Hall room 502
• Con ference16th Annual
Ohio Valley
History
Conference,
Curris Center
third floor, 8 a.m.
to4:45 p.m.
Admission is free
for Murray State
students, faculty
and the public to
attend sessions.

•Art showBiennial Alumni
Show, Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
• Celebration
Service- First
Assembly of
God, Curris Center Theater, 10
a.m. Special
guest Christian
band Satellite
Soul
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

• Art showBiennial Alumni
Show, Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
• PresentationWalt
Disney,
Freed Curd
Auditorium.
5
p.m. to 7 p.m.
Students
must
attend
presentation in
order to
interview with
Disney.
• Bible Study Chi Alpha, Curris
Center
thrid
floor, 9 p.m.

•Art showBiennial Alumni
Show, Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
•TrainingAssertiveness
Training Group,
Ordway Hall
room 301, 12:30
p.m. to 1:45 p.m.
• Black Student
Council- Curris
Center Barkley
Room,6p.m.
• All-American
RecitalPerforming Arts
Hall, 8 p.m.
Admission is
free.

•Art showBiennial Alumni
Show, Clara M.
Eagle Art
Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts
Center.
• Psychology
Club- Meeting,
Wells Hall room
211, 4:30p.m.
• SCA- Student
Senate meeting,
Curris Center
Barkley Room, 5
p.m.
• WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha,
Curris Center
Theater, 7 p.m.

• Homecoming
Queen
Elections- Curris
Center Dance
Lounge, 8:30
a .m. to 4:30p.m.
• Book signingPhillip Van
Hooser, author
of "You're Joe's
bny, ain't ya?"
and professor of
English Kenneth
Tucker, author of
"Eliot Ness and
the Untouchables," Curris
Center Rocking
Chair Lounge, 11
a.m. to I p.m.
• Concert Choir
Concert - Lovett
Auditorium, 8
p .m. Admission
is free.

Wallflowers wilt into lonely rock star genre with 'Breach'
BY KRISTA MATHENY

Music
Review

STAFF WRITER

On their new album,
"Breach," the Wallflowers sang
with melancholy music that
will put the listener to sleep.
The follow-up to their breakthrough album, "Bringing
Down the Horse," is like a poor
sequel to a movie. The basic
elements are still there, but the
initial drive and rhythm is lacking.
Here, the band has preferred
to abandon faster beats in favor
of acoustic guitars. There is an
occasional drum beat and a
saxophone blaring at inappropriate moments. Even the
songs with a faster beat are
nothing compared to the songs
of the original album.
The Wallflowers have wilted
to a sound that lacks originality
and should only be listened to

Alb u m:
Wallflowers'
"Breach"
Grad e: D+
Comments:
"Every song
seems to have
jumped out of
the darkest
recesses of
Dylan's soul
and he should
banish them
back to where
they belong."

in times of extreme depression
or when nothing else can be
found. Songs such as, "Some
Flowers Bloom Dead" and
"Sleepwalker" make me want
to fall asleep.
Lead vocalist Jakob Dylan's
voice remains monotone and
raspy throughout the entire
album. It never changes pace,
even during the faster songs.
This injures the album because
every song sounds almost
exactly the same. The tempo or
mood does not change.
The song lyrics "Breach" are
not in any way exceptional
either. Written by Dylan, they
are the typical "I'm the lonely
rock star, everybody loves me
but doesn't know me" type of
thing.
Every song seems to have
jumped out of the darkest
recesses of Dylan's soul and he
should banish them back to

where they belong.
The fastest track on the
a lbum is "Murder 101." It
sounds like a slow song set in
fast forward, except for Dylan's
voice. He doesn't match the
rhythm, and it is difficult for
the listener to understand a
word he is saying. The only
thing that makes this a halfway
decent song is the instruments
in the background.
The song "Witness" should
be blinded. The instruments
sound out of tune and the
vocals were so whiny that I
wanted to tear my hair out with
frustration.
The Wallflowers should stay
out of the middle of the dance
until they have some material
that is actually worth listening
to. It appears the band had the
opportunity to make an album
fueled by five creative individuals, but went flat.

Top
Albums
1. limp Bizkit
"Chocolate
Starfish and the
Hot Dog
Flavored Water"
2. Ludacris
"Back for the
First Time"
3. Everlasl
" Eat at
Whitey's"
4. (tie) JaRule
"Rule 3:36" and
Johnny Cash
''A m~rican Ill:
Solitary Man"
Source: Terrapin
Station and Sunset
Boulevard Music
lnters~..ope

Records

Wallflowers originality fades with new their album.

Housing Authority of Murray
APTS Available:
Efficiencies
Heat Included
--RENT BASED ON INCOME
FREE RESIDENT SERVICES:
1. Supportive Services and Activities for
Elderly/Disabled
2. Youth Activities
3. Computer Learning Center with Open Lab times,
software training, Internet access, and free Email
4. Day Care Facility rates based on income
ON SALE TODAY!
Regional Special Events Center • Murray State University, Murray, KY

Applications can be pickeq up at 716 Nash Dr.
753-5000

EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
I

(

I

Saturday, November 18 at 8:00pm
RSEC BOX OFFICE
270-762-5555
Hou rs: 9am- 4:30pm Mon.-Fri.
$20 Chairback, 515 Bleacher
Credit card orders by phone and at box office only.

TICKET O UTLETS:
Ginger's Hallmark. Murray
Betsy's Hallmark, Benton
D1sc Jockey Music, Paducah
Ginger's Hallmark. Mayfield
Tennessee Pit Stop, Paris TN
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Vision disability does not affect student's schedule
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

I TY
'tliisJs thefrJurth in a

series titled "Focus on

Ability." In the coming
tveeks, this,series wilt.
feature the everyday

triumphs and sttttggles
cfMutray •State
students who live with
disabilities.

Jason Self is looking for a girlfriend, but he is running out of time.
It's not that Self, senior from Murray, will tum into a pumpkin if he
doesn't find a girlfriend before his
24th birthday. It is more a matter of
how long he will be able to see her.
Jason is legally blind because he
has Retinitus Pigmentosis, a genetic
disease that takes away a pen;on's
vision and hearing. But Jason has no
hearing loss.
Even though most students might
not be able to imagine going to college while losing sight and hearing,
Jason has not let his disability affect
his schoolwork.
Jason. a history and professional
writing major is planning to woz:k as
a technical writer after graduation. In
his classes, he has someone take
notes for him, and he tape records
most lectures.
He does not read braille, but
instead orders his books on audio
tape through the Kentucky Department for the Blind.
To use a computer, he switches to
high contrast and enlarges the picture on the monitor. He also uses
JAWS, a program that reads the

words on the screen, aloud.
Since Jason is a commuter, he usually rides to school with his mother
Jean Self, a nursing student.
Before his mother started~ at
the University, she would drop him
off in the morning, and he would use
Murray Transport System to get
home. Murray Transport System
charges a minimal fee to provide
rides for those who cannot drive.
'1 think it's pretty much a normal
commute to school," Jason said.
Jason said he is pretty much a normal guy. For instance, he enjoys
bowling, playing pool and poker.
'1 don't have a good pool and
bowling average," he said, laughing.
Even little things, such as not being
able to see a clock, do not bother
Jason.
''When I was 9, I could go out and
play with no problem," Jason said.
"Now I have to wear sunglasses or
some form of eye protection. My
sight has gotten worse."
Jason must wear sunglasses to pr~
teet his remaining eyesight. Too
much sun could damage his eye's
sensitive retina tissue. He has a field
of vision that is one-eighteenth of
normal vision. His mother said he
has no night vision and no peripheral vision.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Aside from the tape recorder, classmates may not know Jason Self, senior
from Murray, is legally blind.
"He has a 10-degree field of
vision," Jean said. "It's like looking
th.rough a straw and walking
around."
Since Jason can see some, he is able
to navigate easily in most places.
When in crowded places, such as the
library or the mall, he takes a side
guide with him. A side guide is a person who walks beside Jason and
helps him avoid objects and find
things he needs.
Jason sometimes uses a cane to
help him maneuver around campus.
"Usually I have a fairly routine

day, but when I go outside that routine, I use a cane," he said. "As long
as I have knowledge of the place, I
can usually manage.''
As his sight deteriorates, Jason said
that he relies more on his hearing,
especially crossing the street.
"1 can cross the street on my own,"
he said. "[listen for cars and look."
Jason takes vitamin A daily to
decrease the disease's progression.
Said Jean: "He could have this rate
of eyesight until he's an old, elderly
man, or he could lose his eyesight:
tomorrow."
• •
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Coupon

Tune-up your engines with
the right parts from

.I

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Man-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 270-753-0113

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.
fiE
753-4424
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Let's Pass The Restaurant Refererydum

Paid for by the Restaurant Referendum Committee.

Paducah's Ladies Boutique"

Featuring .lifestyle clothing & accessories.
Open M-F 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Open Sat night until 10 p.m. lhru October
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Other OVC cities already know how beneficial the Restaurant Referendum is.
On November 7th, you can level the playing field.
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The AMERICAN HUMANICS (AH) PROGRAM at Murray State University
offers an academic minor in YOUTH AGENCY ADMINISTRATION, specifically
designed for students who want to MAKE A DIFFERENCE through programs of
education, health and fitness, and character development.

If you are thinking about a career that enhances the lives of others, call
DR. ROGER WEIS at 762-3808.

INCORPORATED

YOU MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE
FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE NEXT SEMESTER

CUSTOM SCREEN PRINT &EMBROIDERY

YAA290

9:30-10:45

T&Th

The place for ALL your
~omecoming apparel.

Trends and Issues in Youth
and Human Services
(actual community service)

YAA351

Leadership & Support Systems
For Youth & Human Services

11:00-12:15

T&Th

SPECIALAH SCHOLARSHIPS & COMMUNITY SPIRIT AWARDS • "

AREAVAILABLE.

Across from Sparks Hall
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Convenience store name change not 'hostile takeover' Students sleep in Quad,

experience homelessness

BY RACHEL KIRK
STAff WRITER

The convenience store that has been an oasis
for Murray State students wanting to fill their
automobiles with gasoline and their stomachs
with food went through a change last week.
Now the bright light of Five Points known as
SuperAmerica has changed to Speedway.
Suzanne Arant, assistant manager at Speedway, said no major changes in the store will
occur.
"It wasn't a hostile takeover or anything,"
Arant said.
Lynn Washburn, call tracker for the help
desk at Speedway /SuperAmerica LLC in
Enon, Ohio, said many stores were experiencing changes like the one in Murray.
Marathon Oil Co., parent company of Speedway, and Ashland Oil Co., parent company of
SuperAmerica created a partnership more than
a year ago, combining the two convenient
stores.
"Right now what we are looking at is if we
had all the stores under the same name, it
would save on advertising," Washburn said.
Arant said no one has seemed too upset
about the name change.

Two students who frequent Speedway both
said they did not notice the change at first.
Sherry Stivers, junior from Bowling Green,
said she noticed the change the last time she
stopped at the store.
"It's weird because I went ahead and wrote
the check to SuperAmerica," Stivers said.
"When I got out to my car I looked up and
noticed the sign."
Aaron Yeiser, senior from Owensboro, said
he did not realize it was no longer SuperAmer·
ica.
"I had no idea," Yeiser said.
Other students, including Erika johnson,
senior from Murray, were shocked and saddened by this development.
"My cappuccino card, which is almost full, is
completely worthless," Johnson said.
Speedway employee Robert Taylor, fresh·
man from Murray, said that Johnson has noth·
ing to fear.
"It's the same," he said. "No big difference."
Even though Johnson's free cappuccino is
safe, she is not consoled.
"No one told me this was going to happen,"
she said. "I could have been mentally prepared
for this."

BY TONYA BRIDGES
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

LIUr,1 Dt>alon/The Nt•w.\

SuperAmerica convenience store changed
its name to Speedway last week.
Die-hard SuperAmerica fans like Johnson
should speed over to Speedway for the last
insulated coffee mugs and Styrofoam coolers
bearing the SuperAmerica logo.

Most college students go to
bed every night with a roof
over their heads, warm blan·
kets on their beds and a feel·
ing of security .
Tonight, students will be
able to experience what it
would be like if something
happened to that security.
Phi Beta Sigma social fra·
ternity is sponsoring "Sleep·
out For the Homeless" from 8
tonight to 6 a.m. Saturday in
the Quad.
Stud('nts will sleep without
the shelter of a building or
tht> comfort of a bed like
many homeless people do
l:'very night.
"l will experience wh.lt the
homeless go through every
day," Antwan Ellis, junior
from louisville, said. "I can
give one day to feel what
they feel."

Sunset<
Strtps
Oct. 20@
8;·. .m.·
doors open

........~...~ oat fl have a
good time!

g7 p.m.

Heidi Suhrheinrich, din~c
tor of Paducah Cooperative
Ministry, a homeless shelter,
will be the featured speaker.
People from the 5helter will
share their testimonies. A
movie will be shown depicting homeless life.
Donations of clothing, non·
peri5hable food and books
will be giwn to the Paducah
Cooperative Ministry.
"This is one of the largest
community service proj('cts
of the year," Kevin Raglin,
Phi Beta Sigma social .1ction
chair, said.
Raglin said college students need to become more
aware of homelessness.
''We hope to get l'Verybody out and unify campus
for one cause: to rais~ the
awareness of the possibility
of homelessness," Raglin
said.
Participants are advised to
bring tents, sleeping bags and
warm attire.
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"Creatloity is allowing
oneself to make mistakes.
Art is knowing which ones

to keep." - Scott Adams
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Come See Our New Fall Fashions...

~
..

' .•t'

Take 20% Off
Each Purchase Between
Now & Homecoming
With MSU ID.
753-5678
305-C 5. 12th St.

Teetering
for Tots
The sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha cordially
invite all faculty, staH, and students of
Murray State Univesity. Please join us for an
evening of teetering fun. We wiD be teetering
for 24 hours to raise money for a great cause,

Toys £or Tots.

Oct. 20 • 8 a.m.
until
Oct. 21 • 8 a.m.
{

Satellite Soul
will be appearing at Murray First Assembly of God's
Celebration of Mission Service
Sunday, October 22 at 10 a.m..
in the Curris Center Ballroom.

ADMISSION IS FREE
Call 753-6695 for more information

•·
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Restroom graffiti causes disturbances, more work for employees
"I

THINK IT IS

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
ASSISTANT COllfGE LIFE EDITOR

ABSOLUTELY
RIDICULOUS THAT
GROWN PEOPLE
DRAW ON THE
WALLS LIKE
CHILDREN."
BROOKE CHARL.TON
junior, Paris, Tenn.

The last thing people expect when they
enter a restroom is to be provoked by a particular political opinion, disgusted from a
lewd drawing or entertained by a clever joke.
But g rafitti often does it.
Graffiti, a standard on restroom walls, has
become so widespread that some people
never even notice it.
" I don't really pay much attention to it,"
Rachel Heum, senior from Louisville, said. "I
don't know why you'd want to write anything on the bathroom wall anyway."
Some students say the wall scribbles are
out of hand.
"I think it is absolutely ridiculous that
grown people draw on the walls like children," Brooke Charlton, junior from Paris,
Tenn., said.
Charlton also said she noticed severa l
places where words were etched in the walls.

"You know someone had to take the time
to bring something metal in to be able to
scrape that into the wall," she said.
She said it is funny that many of the phras·
es etched into the walls are, "Jesus saves."
Brian Baldwin, vice president of C.1mpus
Ministrier's Association and Murray Christian Fellowship campus m inister, said he
doesn't condone any type of vandalism.
"I think there are better ways to express
yourself," Baldwin said. "It is still graffiti. It is
still vandalism; however, if you are going to
have vandalism, then it might as well be nice
vandalism."
John Arnold, building service technician,
said he cleans graffiti from the restroom walls
every night.
"It just causes more work for us," Arnold
said. "For $6 something an hour it is better if
they don't give us all this extra work."
Arnold said some of the things on the walls
in the bathroom are really a sight to see.
"You ought to see some of the pictures they

draw in there," Arnold said. " It lea,·e.s nothing to the imagination."
Arnold said the vandJiism is just as bad in
the women's restroom as it is the men's.
He also Sclid much of lht• gr.tffili is in Faculty Hall.
''I've seen some here ,md there, but nothing
like Faculty Hall, but we get more people in
that building," Arnold said.
Rick Grogan, assistant to the associate
director of building ser.·ices, agrees that the
large number of people in Faculty Hall could
cause the excess graffiti.
"A lot of times it is isol<~ted in one specific
building in one specific area," Grogan said.
"There are thous.mds of people going in and
out of Faculty Hall because most of the gened courses are offered there."
Grogan said the grafitti problem never goes
away, but it does fluctuate. Unfortunately,
the low periods are not the result of preventive measures taken by the University.
"We haven't been able to come up with

Photo

lllu~tration

by Rol'lf'rt Piernni/The New..

anything except using a chemical that will
remove the graffiti, but on painted services it
takes off U1e paint as well," Grogan said. "We
haven' t come up with anything beyond that."

Gloria's World Food Village
"A Taste of Your Cu lture in Every Dish"
Loeatlon:214 N.15th St.
(across from Pogue Library)
759-3233

DC!·INTERNET IS·HERE!

Delicious entrees you're guaranteed to love!
*Breakfast

*Lunch

*MIIkshakes

12th
STREET
FLORAL ~J;i;im

*Dinner
*Juice

*French Press Coffee
*Hoi Chocolate

•LOwest 'I nternet Price Anywhere

·Aa Low As $12.50 Per Month
·V.tO and ISDN
•No Busy Signals

and Gifts

-NO SETUP FEES

753-4567

D

Call Now 800.512.4151

Congratulations to the
"I SPY AN ADPI~ WINNERS!
Overall - Sigma Phi Epsilon
says Thank You
Water Wars - Sigma Pi
to all who
Penny Wars - Sigma Phi Epsilon
participated I
Spirit - Lambda Chi Alpha
Events - Pi Kappa Alpha
Thanks to all of the fraternities for your
support with the Ronald McDonald House!

r:-------:1I

r-------,

: LARGE PIZZA 1

I All You Can Eat I
1
til Drink
1

1up to 10 toppings 1

1 LUNCH Bullet 1

L=~~.?:.!!J

L:~~~:.!!J

Pick up or DeiiYerT Special

804 Chestnut St.
753-6656

~~t:utting Edge ~
UNLIMITED LA\
TANNING PACKAGE
&

NO TRICKS HERE
Enjoy a sPine-tin!!lin!! day of
scary film treats on Murray
Electric·s new cable sYstem.
Call todaY to si!!n UP.
Don•t miss out
on the treats.
753-5312

in Nov. and Dec.

* 1/2 .off*
(save $55)

Open

7

days a

week

N.12th St .
in the Shoppes of Murray behind Cracker Barrel

759-EDGE (3343)

TO: Students, Staff, and Faculty
FROM: Worker #275
DATE: October 20, 2000

Welcome to
Top-Down U" where the
administration makes all decisions .
Who decided to eliminate the opt out
option for spouses in the University
health care plan?
11

We Love

~o

!iee You

Fl~l
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Racers now playing for winning season
Southeast
Missouri State
vs. MurTay
State
RECORDS: MURRAY

3-4 ( 1·2
OVC), SOUTHEAST
MISSOURI STATE 2-4
(0-3 OVC)
STATE

KICKOFF:
TOMORROW,

1 P.M.
WHERE: HOUCK
STADIUM, CAPE
GIRARDEAU,

Mo.

PREVIOUS M EETING:
MURRAY STATE
EASTERN

78,

0.

SERIES RECORD:
MSU LEADS

29-4-1

ovc~
Overalf. OVC

WKU 6-0l 5-0
EtU &.1 , 3·0

iTTU + 2, 3·1
ifSU 2..4, 1-1
EKU 3-3, 1-2
MSlJ 3-4.. 1-2
SEMO 2-4, o-3
UT·M 1-6, 0-5

BY JA SON BILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State Racer Head Coach
Joe Pannunzio realizes the chances of
winning the Ohio Valley Conference
title are gone. Now, it's just a battle to
finish above .500 with respect.
'We came here to win a champi·
onship, 1 want to remember what it
felt like to be embarrassed like that,"
Pannunzio said referring to Saturday's 48-7 loss to Eastern lllinois.
"When we met with the seniors Sunday, I apologized to them for not
being able to win the OVC title. The
last thing we need to do is let them
leave on a losing note."
Pannunzio said he will now coach
the Racers with a new goal in mind.
"Our goal now is to win more
games than we lose. Our immediate
goal is to simply beat SEMO (Southeast Missouri State). At practice, our
seniors came out and their attitudes
were tremendous and they practiced
good."
Josh McKeel, junior from Murray,
said the Racers know the outlook for
the season has changed.
"That loss kind of put us out of the
race and set the tone for the next four
games for us to try to finish it out
strong," McKeel said. "SEMO has a
good defense also, so we're trying to
get back to some of the basics on
offense. With (facing) SEMO's good
defense, we have to try to go back to
what's worked before and try to get
back on track."
Despite SEMO's overall losing
record, Pannunzio said SEMO is still
a very dangerous team.
"I coached against Coach (Tim)
Billings when he was at Marshall.
Their kicking game adds some problems for you. They had a big fake
punt against lllinois State that won

Scott Pitt/Guest

During an offensive line drill Wednesday afternoon, redshirt freshman Aaron Scott from J effersonville, Ind., blocks out redshirt freshman Eric McElroy of Louisville .
the game for them. Against Southern
illinois, they were down 33..() and
come back to win the game.
Pannunzio said SEMO has the
potential to be "extremely dangerous."
"Their offense throws it around a
lot and show a lot of different formations," he said. "And for us defen·
sively, every week is an adventure
for us when you have young kids
like we have. Hopefully we'Uget our
defense to play well, we went back to
the drawing board and work on a
couple of different looks and cut back
on some things."

SEMO's biggest weapons on
offense are their quarterbacks, Bobby
Brune and Rashad West. Brune has
seen the majority of playing time for
the Indians, but West has been hurt
for most of the season and was just
activated for this week's game, and
could see considerable playing time.
"Both of their quarterbacks are like
running backs," Pannunzio said.
"They have designt?d running plays
for them to run the football Brune is
more of a traditional quarterback,
while West is a real, nice athlete. He's
got a good arm when he's out of the
pocket."

Despite SEMO having an off week
the previous week and having more
rest than the Racers going into Sat·
urday's game, Pannunzio said he is
glad Murray is playing this week.
"The biggest thing for them at this
point of the season is it allows them
to get healed up," he said." But after
the performance we had last week,
that would be the worst thing for

us."
Kickoff is set for 1 p.m. at Houck
Stadium, on its new "Field Turf," a
rubber-based alternative to traditional artificial turf, in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.

Murray State announces Hall of ~arne inductees
STAFF REPORT

Three new members will be
inducted into the Murray
State University Athletics Hall
of Fame at a biennial banquet
Thursday.
The banquet, beginning at 6
p.m. in the Curris Center Ball·
room, includes a reception,
dinner and an awards ceremony.
"This is always a special
time for Murray State University, particularly the athletic
program and all of its supporters," Murray State Athlet·
ics Director E.W. Dennison
said. "Every two years we
honor the men and women
that have built the glorious
tradition of Murray State athletics."
Nominees are submitted by
previous Murray State coaches and the athletics director.
To be eligible, a nominee must
be at least five years removed
from their MSU athletic

careers. A committee of for·
mer letter winners selects the
recipients.
At this year's banquet, Murray State will induct former
Racer football player Michael
Proctor, former baseball and
football player Richard H.
(Dick) Stout and the late Rex
Alexander, a former Murray
State basketball player, coach,
professor, and community
leader. Alexander will be
inducted posthumously.
"These three men are very
special to our athletic history," Dennison said. "Each
contributed to the athletic
department in very unique
ways."
Proctor, a 1990 graduate
and a native of Sylvester, Ga.,
majored in safety engineering
and health and was a fouryear starter at quarterback for
Murray State. He is also one of
only two football players in
Murray State football history
to have his number, 11,
retired.

"Michael Proctor was one of
the greatest football players in
school and Ohio Valley Conference history," Dennison
said.
Proctor was an AII-OVC
selection in 1988 and 1989 and
was chosen as the OVC Offensive Player of the Year in 1989.
He passed for a Murray State
career record of 8,632 yards
and is the Murray State and
OVC career total-yardage
leader with 9,886.
Proctor, nicknamed "The
General" during his Murray
State career, owns a total of
eight Murray State offensive
records and three OVC offensive records.
Stout, a native of Murray
and a 1960 graduate of Murray State, majored in chem·
istry and biology, and is a
physician in town.
"Dick Stout was a tremendous athlete, and later became
one of the most important
supporters we've ever had,"
Dennison said. "His contribu-

tions to Murray State are
immeasurable."
Stout lettered on both the
varsity baseball and football
teams for four years at Murray State and served as the
team captain for the baseball
team. He was also president
of the ''M" Club, student
council vice president and a
senior scholar athlete. He is a
member of Sigma Chi social
fraternity.
Stout served as president o(
the athletic boosters organization for more than 11 years.
He was a 1988 recipient of the
Murray State Golden Horseshoe.
The late Rex Alexander was
a native of Union County and
a 1949 graduate of Murray
State. He died m an automobile accident i.n 1982. He let·
tered in men's basketba!J all
four years at Murray State and
served as team captain his
senior year.
"Rex Alexander brought so
much credit to Murray State

because of his many talents, as
well as his devotion and love
of his alma mater," Dennison
said.
Alexander was Murray
State's fifth men's basketball
head coach in 1 1954. He held
the position for fou r years. He
also coached baseball and tennis and taught math.
Alexander was manager of
the First Region high school
basketball tournament for 29
years and president of the
Kentucky Association of
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation. He was the
recipient of that organiza·
tion's Distinguished Service
Award.
He also received the W .H.
Mustaine Award and was also
named a distinguished professor by the Murray State Alumni Association in 1976.
To purchase tickets for the
banquet or to obtain more
information, contact Lori
Rowlett at MSU Athletics.

Volleyball homecourt winning streak ended against Memphis
BY JEREMY KIRK
STAFF WRITER

The Murray State volleyball team
played its version of "catch up"
against Memphis in a four-game loss
of 13-15, 16-14, 8-15, 12·15 at Racer
Arena on Tuesday.
The Racers largest lead, of six
points, came early in game four, but
the team trailed the majority of the
other three games and spent much
of its energy catching up with the
Tigers.
'1t was a huge disappointment,"
Racer Head Coach David Schwepker said. "We did not play strong all
the way through."
Starting with game one, the Racers
dug themselves into a hole early,
trailing 11-2 before scoring eight
unanswered points. Shortly after,
the score evened out at 12. The Racers took its first lead off a serve from
Traci Buck, sophomore from Col·
lierville, Tenn. But three positions
later, the Tigers scored their final
two points for the win.
"We were not very focused,"
assistant coach Marlene Metti said.

I

"We would fight to a certain point,
and once there was no pressure,
everyone stopped talking. We can't
do that."
The Racers bounced back a little in
the second game as they kept the
point spread to no more than two
points the entire game. Powered by
an erupting crowd after every point,
the Racers took advantage of its
momentum and scored its final two
points off serves from Jessica Wood,
junior from Colorado Springs, Colo.,
and Chrissy Dabbert, sophomore
from West Chicago, ill.
ln game three, Memphis built a 60 lead off three positions before
MSU got on the scoreboard. After
two Tiger points, th~ Racers went on
a seven point nm to tie the score at
eight. But those would be U1e final
points for the Racers, as Memphis
went on to score seven points in the
final three positions.
The Racers' largest lead came in
game four as they built a 9-3 lead.
The Tigers offense managed to score
a few points just before Murray took
its lead to 11-5. But the Tigers came

{

on strong near the end of the game,
matching the score at 12. And after
two hours and 18 minutes, the Racers fell apart, allowing Memphis to
score three points to end the match.
"We beat ourselves," Meesa Olah,
sophomore from Belleville, ru., said.
"We saw the lead and kind of
backed down. We've been running a
lot of drills on catch up, so I don't
know if we say they can score points
and we'll play catch up. We're a
team were if we start strong, it can
go either way with us."
Schwepker said the Racers had
too many service errors because they
have been working on serving a lot
during practice.
"The 12 service errors and our hit·
ting percent was pitiful," Schwepker
said. "If the match would have been
over in three games, it would have
been fine because we played well. It
wasn't anything they did outstanding, you just can't let up that bad."
The Racers will finish U1eir fivegame homestand against OVC
opponents Eastern Dlinois tonight at
7 and Southeast Missouri State on
Saturday at 2 p.m.

Racer season
ticket prices
ridiculous
Did the MSU basketball ticket office go
crazy and think the Racers joined the SEC
in the offseason?
The reason that I pose this question
cernes from the release of season ticket
prices earlier this week. After noticing that
the 14-game package cost $343 for "premium'' seats and $268 for all other chair seats,
I decided to use the knowledge my MSU
classes have given me and do a little
research.
To begin my project, I did what science
classes have taught me and developed a
hypothesis: "Murray State basketball tickets are ridiculously expensive and probably
cost more than those of bigger, better programs."
Next, J went back to math class to determine the cost of MSU tickets. For "premium" seats, each game ticket is worth (sorry,
costs) roughly $25. For a family of four to
witness a season's worth of basketball, they
would have to fork out about $1,400. MSU
also charges $100 for a
RSEC parking pass.
I then used my
knowledge from computer science to look
up other schools' season ticket prices via the
Internet. In the SEC, the
first team's site I came
across was the University of Georgia. They
SAM
play a home schedule
that boasts dates with
AGUIAR
Villanova,
Pepper·
"MURRAY
dine, Kentucky, Flori·
da, LSU and a dozen
STATE
If
more contests.
BASKETBALL
MSU's season ticket
costs $343, Georgia's
TICKETS ARE
should cost at least RIDICULOUSLY
$500, right? Wrong.
Actually, a Bulldog EXPENSIVE AND
season ticket costs a
COST MORE
mere$150.
THAN THOSE
WeU, legal studies
OF BIGGER,
courses teach one
never
to
make
BETTER
assumptions, so I kept PROGRAMS."
researching. I decided
to test the ACC,
arguably the nation's most well·rounded
conference. Clemson plays an 18-ga~e
home schedule, including conference showdowns with North Carolina, Duke, and
Maryland. Their tickets are $240.
While in English class, I was taught how
to make a long story short. So here it is: A
16-game season ticket to see Providtmce
CoUege, a member of the Big East, is $261.
An upper deck pass (lower level was sold
out) to see Missouri, playing in the Big 12,
costs $128. (MSU upper deck seats cost
$176.)
UCLA, a perennial Pac-10 powerhouse,
did have a higher ticket price than MSU at
$377; however, this price is to see 17 games
compared to MSU's 14. Going back to math
class, I can determine that MSU's per game
ticket price is higher. Not to mention that
UCLA hosts North Carolina, Arizona, Stan·
ford and Villanova.
In psychology, my professor once told
the class not to compare apples and
oranges. So let's take a look at other OVC
programs. Austin Peay and SEMO are consistently among the league's top finishers.
But, the Racers are head and shoulders
above them when it comes to ticket prices.
A season pass to see APSU costs only $100,
while SEMO's "premium" tickets run for
$175.
OK, so my physical education teachers
have taught me basketball is a way of life in
Kentucky. Perhaps that is why ticket prices
are so high. But research proved me wrong
once again.
Racer basketball tickets are the most
expensive in the state. The beloved Wildcat
tickelc; are difficult to obtain, but even they
cost less than MSU's. Their season tickets
cost $280, $63 less than a pass to the RSEC.
Currently, I am in a critical thinking class
and have been taught to question every·
thing. So, my question for the day: who
does the MSU ticket office think MSU fans
are paying to see?
Yes, the Racers have a challenging sched·
ule this season. But the team is not. nor will
they ever, be in the SEC. They are still just
an OVC basketball team who plays their
exciting non-conference matchups on the
road.
Maybe one of the most important things
that I've learned while in college didn't
come from classes, but rather from a television commeroal: "Put on a happy face and
roll-back prices."

Sports Talk

Karri Rubeck! The New'

Stephanie Trame, junior from Highland, Ill., sets fo r
Sara Schmitt, sophomore from Louisville, on Tuesday.

Sam Aguinr is the assistant sports editor for
"The Murray State Ne·ws."
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SpoitUcht

OVCAction

Brian Palmer,

Ann Proctor

Men's Scores

Brian Palmer
and Ann Proctor
are in this week's
Racer SportLight
Palmer, senior
cross country runnedrom Benton,
flnished third
{)YeJ'all in the
APSU Invitational
paturday in
Clarksville, TeM.
His performance,connbined
with four other
MSU top 10 fin·
ishes, helped lead ·
the Racers to vic·
ory in the 12
earn event.
The Racers
compete in the

Footblll
Ocf.7
EIU48
MSU7

OVCcha~pi

()nship Saturday
at Eastern Illinois.
Proctor, senior
lrom Garden City,
Mich., is a member of the MSU
rifle team. Her
iJ>C:rformance was
p 1tical in the Racers 1544-1474 vkt?ry over Austin
!J:'eay on Saturday
in ,a ir rifle compe--

:lition.
Herscote of

887, out of a posible 400, was the
ond highest
score posted by a
;~t in the cornpetition.

fastfact
The last time an
JMSU football
team finished the
,f!eason with a losjng record was in
994. The Racers
finished the season 5-6.
Sourc~;

McAdams remains nationally
ranked In soccer assists

RHie team outshoots APSU;
now preps for OVC tourney

Murray State midfielder Lauren
McAdams, freshman from Evansville,
Ind., was ranked 15th in the nation in
assists per game with 0.71 as of Tuesday. She has tallied an OVC leading
12 assists in 17 games.
McAdams has been ranked among
the nation's assist leaders all season.
Marik Foss of Jacksonville University
leads the nation, averaging 1.50 assists
per game.

The MSU rifle team outshot host
APSU on Saturday in air rifle competition 1544-1474.
J.T. Hearn, junior from Carrier
Mills, lll., led the way with a score of
390 out of a possible 400.
Ann Proctor, senior from Garden
City, Mich., shot a 387; Crystal I<em,
senior from Laramie, Wyo., fired a
385; and Morgan Hicks, freshman
from Tacoma, Wash., rounded out the
Racer scoring with a 382.
Murray State now prepares for the
Ohio Valley Conference/Mid-America Rifle Conference Championships in
Cincinnati on Sunday. MSU is a
member of both the OVC and the
MARC in rifle.

Racer basketball season
tickets on sale now
Murray State Racer basketball fans
can now purchase season tickets for
the 2000·01 season.
Reserved chair seats in the Regional
Special Events Center cost $168 in plus
a $175 donation per seat for premium
sections. A $100 donation is required
on other chair seats. Reserved bleachers cost $126 plus a $50 donation per
seat.
MSU also offers the family plan,
which allows fans to purchase two
adult bleacher seats and receive a
child's bleacher seat at half price.
And, MSU provides reserved parking
at the RSEC for a one-time price of
$100.

Women's rowing places
second In St. Louis races
The Murray Sta te women's rowing
team competed at the Head of the
Creve Coeur in St. touis on Oct. 14.
The MSU varsity eight-person crew
took second place in its race, finishing
with a tim~ of 10 minutes, 46 seconds
over the 5,000-meter course. Washing·
ton University won the event with a
time of 10:12.
In the varsity four-person crew race,

at the Saluki Invitational on Oct. 7. His
time of 25:04 also helped lead the Racers to a second place overall fini~h in
the 11-tcam event.
ln addition to his four top five finishes, Kirk has placed in the top ten in
all seven meets this season. This is his
first Runner of the Week award.

MSU placed fourth, with Washington
winning again.
MSU also competed in novice races.
They finished second in the novice
eight person" A" race, third in the" A"
and "B" four person race and first in
the "C" and "0'' race.
MSU will next compete at the Head
of the Tennessee in Knoxville, Tenn.,
on Oct 28.

The Murray State athletic department has announced a job opening for
the position of women's rowing head
coach.
The department is looking for an
individual that is capable of working
well with the students, f.lcttlty, community and media.
The deadline for applications for this
position is October 31. To clpply, one
must send the letter of application, a
resume and three references to athletic
director E.W. Dennison.

In a game that wasn' t reported in
last week's edition of "The News,"
the MSU soccer team tied Louisville
2-2 on Oct. 10.
The Racers jumped out to an early
2-0 lead within the games first 15
minutes but the Cards (1-12·1) fought
back and tied the game in the 73rd
minute. The tie snapped a 12 game
Louisville losing streak.

MSU's Jeremy Kirk selected
OVC Runner of the Week
The Ohio VaHey Conference named
Murray State cross country runner
Jeremy Kirk, junior from Aloha, Ore.,
as the Men's runner of the Week for
Oct. 10.
Kirk recorded his fourth top five finish of the year to lead all OVC runners

•

TSU33
UTM6

c. Flortda 34
EKU3

Women's Scores

Athletics department seeks
women's rowing coach

Racers tie Louisville in soccer
contest last week

WKU17

nut4

Soccer
Wedtte5day
Wnont 4
MSU l
TTU 3
W. Carolna l

SEM0 2

UTMO

MSU women's tennis story
on 'The News' online site

Oct.l5
W.lllnois 3
MSU 2

The Murrav State women ':; tennis
team hosted Southern Illinois on Oct.
12. The story will be posted this week
at www.thenews.org/sports3.htm.

SEMO S
C. Albnsas 0
EIU3

"Sports Rricfly" is compiled by Sam
Aguiar, assista11t sports editor.

IUPUI1
Octoberl4

OVC Football
Schedule

OVC Volleyball
Standings

OVC Volleyball
Schedule

Toeonvw
Ml.'"'"Y SQw at Souttwut M!.oun.
I p.m.
E.ulftn !~lin<* 11 T -Tech.
1 pm.
E4smn Kmt\ldy at UT·M.vtln.
I pm.
W.strrn KMino.:ky 1t T..,.,.,ssee
SQte, l ,)()p.m

OVC Overall
12-8
SEMO
8-0
8-2
14-4
UTM
ElU
7-2
12-8
MSU
5-4
7-9
Morehead 3-4
13-7
APSU
2-4
11-10
9-11
1TU
3-8
EKU
1-6
5-14
()-7
TSU
2-19

foclay
Austin Pfty .tt Uslrm ICeMrly,
6p.m.
y.,.._St.twat Mor..hNJ, 6 pm.
lll!noU at Munay St>tt,
7 p.m
Sourhra•t Mlsoouri •t UT·M.orttn.
7pm

£,.,...,

Tomonow
AIISIIn ~~y ll Mon!hrod 10 a.m
Eut«n IUinC>U at Ul·Martln, noon
T - !On. at E.uirm ~tuc:ky.
I p.m.
Southrost MiMoun at Murny ScoiP..
2p.m.

OVC Soccer
Standings
ovc

OVC Soccer
Schedule

Overall
4-Q
12-3-1
E1U
4-1
9-7-o
1TU
2-2
8-9-1
MSU
SEMO
8-5-1
2·3
Morehead 1-3
6-9-1
0-4 0..15-Q
UTM

To.,onow
Mut\'head •t UT·Martn 10 a.m
Kill(~ Ct>llt"g~ at T"""""""' T..:h,
2 p.n•
M1J.IIv r~- •t Southea"
MaiSoO'\rt. 7p.m.
Suad1y
l!.aswm lllinob ot Murray Sl•tr. I

pm

7 p .m

,MSU Sport~;

Residential
Colleges
7-0
S.2

w itl.'
He:;te
o ..rk

4 ·;\
.H

H.ort
l:ht..o!-dh

2·5

Richmond
l'rnnklin

2·5
I I.

Women
Rt-gcnh<
~rlng~r

lL1ih!th
Clark
Hnrt

Richmnnd

HOMEC
Congratulations
to the undefeated
1st place Softball team!
Thanks to Coaches
Tim Stark & Kyle Hensley!

Congratulations to the following
Parents' Banquet Award Recipients:
Ideal New Member: Sara Williamson
Chicken New Member: Kris Meschler
Ideal 'Active: Ashley Graves
Chicken Active: Abby Cronch
Helen Hodges Sophomore Award: Amy Green
Evelyn Linn Service Award: Amy Prater
Frost Fidelity Award: Ginny Jones
Elizabeth Bird Small Award: Ashley Graves
Karen Miller Jackson Outstanding Alumnae Award:
Alison Epperson

5-1

Sifoi:" Chi

Lambd.l :hi Alpha

4·2
4 ·2
4·2

Pi J<apf,h.Alpha
Epsilon
pha Gamm.1 Rho

()..6

3-3
1-5

~

4·'\

Whit••

lnfomiatlon

MoteheadO

Alph" Tau Onwga
A pha Si~ma l'hi

Men
Rt~IS

HC5ter

Mnnd1y
Lip..:o.>mb at Southr..t ~."""""'

Fraternities

fln.al

Softb.all St.andlnga

Toda,
UJyol.l<lllcago at.EH!rrn l1llnoH.
4p.m.

nu 2

6-1
6-1
4·3
4-3
.l-4
'l-4
2-5

EIU 3
$EMO 1

Sororities/
Independent
Alpha Sigma A~h.l
Alpha G.1mm.1 •Ita
Si
Sigma Si

~OmicronW

BS
Alph.l Ol:>ltJ Po

Oct13
MTSU 3
JW$U 0

~1

4-1
;\-2
2-3

H
O-S

()-7

lNG 2000

·"The
Tuesday Oct.24
Skatins PartY
Thursday Oct.26
Homecomine Queen Elections
Curris Center Dance Lounee
8:30 a.m.·4:30 P.m. fneed ID to voteJ
Homecomin~ Bonfire
FridaY Oct.27
Photo keYrines
Curris Center Rockine Chair Lounse
I o a.m.-2 P.m.
Jude Deveraux Book Sienine
Curris Center Rockine Chair Lounee
3·5 P.m.
SaturdaY Oct.28
Parade
Tent CitY
Photo Buttons
Crownine of Queen

9:30a.m.
II a.m.
11 a.m.-2:30 P.m.
2:30 P.m.
3 P.m.
'l""""""'Riol'...w at 8 P.m.

or at www.msusea.com
SPOnsored by:
I
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Soccer team falls to three non-conference opponents in one week
BY JEREMY KIRK
STAFF WRITER

The MSU soccer team fell below
.500 for the first time after three consecutive losses. But · the Racers
remain ranked as the top first-year
program in "Soccer Buzz Maga-

zine."
The Racers lost to Middle Tennessee State 3-0 on Oct. 13, to Western
Dlinois 3-2 on Sunday and to Belmont4-1 on Wednesday. Their record
is now 8-9-1.
Competing at home against MTSU,
the Racers played the first half with·
out enough intensity, Head Coach
Mike Minielli said. He .said the f~rst

half was reasonably even, but the
Racers missed chances to score.
"In the second half, we started really well," Minielli said. 'We gave up a
goal in front of the net off a mistake
early, but played a much better second half."
Though the Racers played a
stronger half, Minielli contributes
their loss to the inconsistency of a
young team.
"When you get off to a slow start, it
hurts the whole team," Minielli said.
"There are a lot of factors, but there's
no excuse because it's the same thing
for other teams."
Abby Baden, freshman from
Chesterfield, Mo., said she agreed the

A Few Good
Reasons To Move:

&'<S'• ""- ,
~ Move '
~ with

Us.

. 250 FREE checks
+ 6 months FREE checking, or
+ 12 months FREE checking with
direct deposit
+$5 to you for old checks & ATM cards
+ FREE "no-hassle" account transfer
405 S. 12th St.

.Phone

753-5626

~~

~Bank

Gl' Equal HOUSing Lender • Member FDIC

team had a slow start.
"We came out really slow and with
no intensity," Baden said. "In the second, we wanted to play, but already
got ourselves in a deep hole, and it
was too late to come back."
The Racers played their most
embarrassing half of the season in the
WIU game, MinieUi said. In that half,
the Racers gave up three goals in the
first 35 minutes.
"We gave up sloppy goals and
made sloppy mistakes," Minielli said.
Although the first half didn't give
the Racers much to smile about, they
recovered and played much better
after the break.
''In the second half we carne out

flying," Minielli said. "The best part is
that they (the Racers) didn't stick
their heads down. They showed a lot
of fight."
In the course of the half, Michelle
Fedor, freshman from Louisville, and
Brooke Royer, sophomore from Bellbrook. Ohio, put the Racers on the
scoreboard.
Minielli said the worst part of both
losses was the team's loss of confidence and pride.
"Our biggest concern now is to get
momentum back," Minielli said.
"We're still on track for our goals of
being the top ranked first-year team,
winning the OVC and having a winning record."

Ryan Brooks/The News
Aprll Freeman, senior forward from Reldland, heads the
ball away from a Middle Tennessee player Oct. 13.

Coming Next Week

The Depa1n1811tol ~
Lie would ... to ClQI91IIIullll the
Septenlber OTM reclplela n
honoreee. We apprecllde 1111 ol the

Don't miss "The News"
basketball preview

twct wortc n declcalon you
give toward the at.udenla of
Mlmly S1BI8 Unlwrally. The ..vice
you provide Is. Yfrl
Important 88p8Ct ol W1lveralty . .

• MEN'S Puvmw

Rg!dtnt Actv!tors of the Month
Jat:IM WIN-Hester College
J•aon Bell•my-Frsnldin

• WoMEN's Puvmw

Alto Alcosm!ztd

•FAN JAM

Ann H•rper-ctark Collsge
S.ndy Smltft..Regents Collsge
Wendy Threlui-Springer Co/lsge
K.thy B•me•·White College
Nick S.U.·Richmond College
Dave Bowersox-Regents Co/l6fJ6

• CoLUIIH IT JASON ln.uHGSIIT

A Better Way OfBanking

Student of the Month
J.nnlfer H•~ogrammlng Aa'-t.nt-EIIzabsth College
AIIQ Btcognlud

PAM'S DELl & CAKES
Dance Appard & Gifts
412 Main St.
Booth Rentals & Consignment
753-3040
Antiques, Collectibles & Crafts
Teri Bryant, Owner
Refreshments
Monday · Saturday
11 a.m. · 5 p.m.
(also by appointment)

~

Novelty Cakes for your Bachelor
& Bachelorette parties

c...y SchW1111z-O.ak SUperv#MN'-Hester College
AahiH V1n•y•rd-8th Floor Rep-White College
Nicole Blgg• Progremmlng AN iafllnt-ctark College

Spotlight of tbt Month
Anglt AlcKinney-Bulldlng Service Ttchnlcl•n-Hester College

Specialty cakes lor all your party needs
Order your MSU HotneCOMing cake now!

Advisor of the Month
Dr.MMty JIICOI»College HNd·Eifzabsth College

Executive Board Mtmblr of tbe Month
Jenny Schud-RCC Prealdent-Richmond College

::~ located Oft tH ~••,. In M
lrrty

759-4492

program of the Month
"T•Ient In tiM Amp"

SOOII ~College
OTMs (Of The Month) are awards given each month to
those students who hava excelled In the area of leadership.

TO OUR NEWEST INITIATES!

For vot1ng rt·g1'.trat1on 1nfo, see www y2vote.org

If you don't do it, who will ?

~
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Romo throws six TDs on Racers
points to close out the scoring.
Racer quarterback Stewart Chi!·
dress, freshman from Princeton,
had a rough day, completing only
16 of 31 passes. He threw for 169
yards, but was sacked four times
and was intercepted twice. The
MSU offense was out gained 428
yards to 203 yards.
Another big key to the EIU win
was ball control. The Racer defense
was on the field for almost 36 minutes compared, to the Panthers' 24.

ferent receiver on each of the
scores. He completed 16 of 23 passe:. and threw one interception
.1gainst the Racer defense. His
longest strike came on a 58-yard
touchdown to Kenny Alsop to
open the second quarter.
The Panthers (S.l,3-Q OVC) built
a 20-0 lead befori! the Racers (3-4, 12 OVC) got their lone touchdown, a
10-yard run by Mario Riley, ~opho
more from Colorado Springs, Colo.
EIU then scored 28 consecutive

STAFF REPO RT

Perhaps Murray State Racer fans
ought to start preparing for the basketball season as the football team's
hopes of any sort of title contention
were thrown away Saturday.
Ea<;tem ILlinois quarterback
Tony Romo threw for 283 yards
and six touchdowns as the Panthers defeated Murray State 48-7.
Romo, who tied a school record
for touchdown passes, found a dif-

TO
FOOTBALL PREDICTIONS

more from Benton, ft.nished behind
P,1lmer in 2n:56.80.
"We all !>taycd in a tight cluster,"
Davis said. ''Coach Sanchez wanted us to all gaU1er up around the
front, we did that early on and
man.1ged to hold on throughout the

STAFF WRITER

The Murray Statt.' men's cross

country team placed fivt;! runners in
the top nine spots at Sunday's
AU$tin Peay St-<tte Univero;ity lnvi·
tational in Clarksville, Tenn.
1 he performance vaulted tht•
team to a first-place fin~h, its third
of the season.
Distance Coach Pablo S.mchez
feels the men had .1 good performance S.1turday..
"Our strategy was to run hard
and stay near the top, everything
worked out fine for us in that
regard," Sanchez said.
Tiw Racers won the 12-team mt.'t'l
with ,, score of 30. Middl~ Ten·
nessee State was second with 71
and Tennessee Tech fmished third
with 92.
Brian Palmer, st•nior from &>nton, came in third on~r.1ll with a
time of 26:38.87. Joe Da\'is, sopho-

"The women are having some
struggle, and we realize it,"
Sanchez said. "We've had a couple
of key n mners injured, and we had
a recruit that didn't pan out for
us."
The teams will now have some
time off to prepare for the Ohio
Valley
Conferencl! Champi·
on..c;hips.
"We\·e taken a bit of a break this
week during practice, but next
week we will pick up the pace and
things should fall into place at the
OVC," Sanchez said.
Eastern lllinois in Charleston, Ill.
will host the championship on Oct.
28. The top three teams will move
on to regionals to vie for a spot in
the national championships.
"The OVC championship is
attainable for us, our team is \'ery
solid this year,'' Davis said. "If we
do like we did at APSU, then we
could possibly bring home a championship."

'<1Ce."

Finishing sixth was Jeremy Kirk,
junior from Aloha, Ore., with a time
ot 27:18.33. james Smith, junior
from Benton, Ill., finished in
27:26.68 for eighth place. Ryan
Davis, sophomore from Memphis,
Tenn., finisht.'\i ninth in 27:28.28.
''Palmer was in front of me and
the other guys were right on my
ht>els,'' Davis said. "One through
five finished in a very tight bunch
within illx>ul a minull' and a half of
each other."
The women's team placed fifth
with a score of 128. Erin McMullen,
freshman from Salem, Ul., lMd the
best time for the ladies. She Clime in
16th plac~ with a time of 20:28..30.

Billingsley

English

Jason
Yates

II

Spurb Editor

Copy &lit(>r

Editor in Ch1d

MSU-TV II

10-5
70-35

9-6
69-36

13-2
68-37

12-3
69-36

AlySon

Jason

Cross country men win at APSU
BY T IM AL SOBROOKS

~ ~ ~

FOOTBALL GURUS ~

Previous Week's Record
Overall Record

Chns

Bacon

GAME
Arizona at Dallas
New Eng land at Indianapolis
St. Louis ut Kansas City
Buffalo at Minnesora
Chicago at Philadelphia
Tennessee at Baltimore
Denver nt Cincinnati
New Orleans at Atlanta
San Francisco at Carolina
Seattle at Oakland
Cleveland at Piusburgh
Washington at Jacksonville
Miami at N.Y. Jets

Dallas
Indianapolis
St. Louis
Minnesota
Philadelphia
Tennessee
Denver
New Orleans
Carolina
Oakland
Pitt-;burgh
Washington
N.Y. Jets

Arizona
Indianapolis
St. Louis
Minnesota
Philadelphia
Tennessee
Denver
New Orleans
San Francisco
Oakland
Pius burgh
Washington
Miami

Dallas
Indianapolis
St. Louis
Minnesota
Philadelphia
Tennessee
Denver
New Orleans
San Francisco
Oakland
Pittsburgh
Washington
N.Y. Jets

Dallas
Indianapolis
St. Louis
Minnesota
Philadelphia
Tennessee
Denver
New Orleans
San Francisco
Oakland
Pittsburgh
Washington
N.Y. Jets

MSUat SEMO

MSU

MSU

MSU

MSU

Jason Bdllngsley/The News
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COOKEVILLE:
Community members
disagree on impact
From Page 1
bringing in more people.
Leslie said five new hotels have been
built since 1992, creating more than 2,200
new service jobs. He said the unemployment rate in Cookeville has decrea~ed

HEBERTS:
Golf strengthened
pairs' relationship
From Page 1
game at five, Hebert II .md his dad
would continue to play regularly
together. As a junior golfer, Hebert
developed his skills and participated
on multiple tours with his d.1d as his
No.1 fan.
"In Manchester, Roger either won
or came in second in almost all of his
tournaments," Hebert said. "We
moved to Florida when Roger was
• nine, but that didn't stop our love of
golf or Roger's success."
Hours of driving, chipping and
putting has not only strength~ned
the Heberts' golf game, but their
relationship has improved as well.
"Growing up, Dad and 1 spent
most of our time playing golf,"
Hebert II said. "Even if it was late
and getting dark outside, we'd play
one hole and head home. Dad has
a lways been my best friend and it
has been great to play w)th him."
While growing up and learning
from his father's game, Hebert II
continued to ~ucceeJ on the junior
level. He had th~ low average on the

PIN:
Some students praise
system's convenience
From Page 1

:

Early this week, students brought
another problem to the attention of the
programming staff. Once inside the

The Hurray State News
O ctober 20. 2000

from 6.9 percent in 1992 to 4 percent
today.
Shipley said Cookeville receives
$300,000 a year in local sales tax revenue
from alcohol sale:;. By taxing mixed
drinks, the city receives $120,000 a year
that is used for education.
Shipley said before the legalization of
liquor by the drink, it was legal to brown
bag. Brown bagging is the charge to people bringing their own alcohol into a
restaurant for mixing. Now that professional bartenders mix the drinks, the

drinks are not as strong, he said.
Although some say the economy of
Cookeville has impro\·ed, others don't
view the change as beneficial.
"I think the last several years have
proven with liquor by the drink that it
was something that was not best for the
city," Ward said. "We would have been
better served if that would have never
been passed."
Ward did not cite specifics, but said the
Christian community opposed to the
vote in 1992 had not changed its position.

golf team twice in high school and
made the All-Conference team three
times. While the Heberts' golf skills
advanced, the two developed a
drcnm for which they could strive.
"Dnd and I decided that we'd both
try to play professionally," Hebert
said. "He would play on the
Senior's Tour and I'd be in the
PGA."
Both are enjoying their time
together on MSU's team. When playing in tournaments, Hebert and his
son c.m only imagine the ~rceptions
of their opponents.
"In the first match we had this
year, somebody askl?d me if we had
a real old guy on th~ team," Hebert
II said. "When the guy found out
that it was my dad, he was shocked.
Every tournament we go to has at
least two or three guys turning their
heads at dad and wondering if he's a
coach or a player."
After playing golf in Florida for 10
years, the Heberts have had to adjust
to the area's golf courses.
"After we got here, we both had to
learn to play on these types of courses," Hebert S.tid. "They are very
hilly and the majority have b~nt
gra~s greens r<Jther th.m Bermuda.
Dad and I will play quite a bit in the
off-season to continue to play better
on them."

Upon completing college, Hebert
hopes to move on with his career. He
was a carpenter for twenty-six years,
but is currently a computer science
major. Hebert II, on the other hand,
has not put his childhood ambitions
past him. He transferred here last
year from Berry College in Miami in
o rder to p ursue a career in golf.
"Dad's No.1 priority here is to do
well in school and get a degree,"
Hebert II said. "However, I still
hope to be a pro golfer. Berry had a
solid progr.1m academically, but
w hen it comes to golf, MSU's program is much better and a lot more
competitive.
"As a senior here, my ultimate
goal is to qualify for the U.S. Amateur tournament and advance to
match-play competition along with
helping MSU win a conference
championship."
According to the Heberts, the duo
may be the only father-son tandem
to ever p lay NCAA golf for the s.1me
team at the same time.
"We have done a lot of research,"
Hebert said. "So f.u, we're the only
father-son duo that can be found."
Whether or not the two represent
the only nationwide father-son duo,
they plan to continue enjoying their
rela tionship and provide s uccessful
contribution<; to the MSU golf team.

network, users- were blocked by an
"error" message after trying to change
their PIN number from their birthdate
to .1 personal five-digit number.
''They said my PIN number was
wrong, so I changed it, and it still
wouldn't let me in," Kellen Rush,
freshman from Louisville, said.
Program analyst Sherry L.1mb said
this is a browser problem, and arises
from a new glitch in Netscape Naviga-

tor. She suggested students access the
system through Explorer until the
Netscape problem is corrected.
"When we get the bugs worked out
it will be wonderful," Lamb said. "As
with every new system, when it goes
live, there will be things that come
up.''
The fortunate students who were
able to access the system right away
praised the p rogram. Ken Conklin,

GEOARCHAEOLOGY:
Outside class work
plentiful in field

and public industry jobs and to graduate schools."
Weber said these jobs could d raw
from both geology and archaeology
and could include historical reconstructions and filing environmental
impact analyses.
From Page 1
Marsha Green, senior from Fredonia,
Carstens said the only thing the pro- recently changed to the geoarchaeolograms had in common was the name.
gy major. She plans to use the knowl"They couldn't get past the title of edge she gains from her courses to
the proposal because if you look at the help her unlock the secrets of a family
courses, they were different," he said. farm where remains of a Native AmerWith July's academic reorganization, ican settlement have been discovered.
the anthropology I archaeology pro"When I learn how to do it properly
gram fell under the geosciences I'm going to do some more work
department in the new College of Sci- because our farm has a lot of ages,
ence, Engineering and Technology. from the Paleolithic up to just a few
Carstens took advantage of the change thousand years ago," she said.
to resubmit his proposal. He altered
She said G reen has been interested
one course, changed the name to in archaeology since she was a child,
geoarchaeology .md finally received and said she is glad the University
approval.
finally has an outlet for that interest.
Geosciences chair Neil Weber said
''I've always been intrigued by it,"
that the archaeology program fits nat- she said. " I like a good mystery."
urally into the geosciences department
Carstens said the program m ight be
because archaeology is one of many right for those interested in getting
individual sciences that studies the outside the classroom to do their stud<:'arth.
ies. Field work at such places as the
"There is a very natural linkage here Fort Jefferson settlement on Mayfield
and that is th<~t the geosciences have Creek and at Wickliffe Mounds is part
people from n variety of different of the course load.
backgrounds," Weber said.
Matt Weyrick, junior from LexingCar~tens
said geosciences has ton, said that is part of what convinced
always been a sister discipline of him to change majors.
Jrchaeology, and the emphasis on
"lt just sounded like it would be a lot
geology as part of archaeology will of fun," he said.
help give students a more powerful
Carstens is quick to point out that
interpretation of the artifacts and cul- the program requires physical work as
tures they study.
well as fun, however.
Geoarchaeology students will also
"You get your hands dirty by going
be abk~ to take advantage of technolog- into the field as well as classroom theical resources that the geosciences ory," Carstens said. "It's an excellent
department has access to use.
applied archaeological program w ith a
"The students who take the new geological emphasis that is unique to
geoarchaeology option are going to get Kentucky."
a suite of \'ery marketable technologiFor more information about the
cal skills," Wt'bcr said. "Having these geoarchaeology program, contact
skills, we belie\·e, will make these stu- Carstens
at
762-6755
or
dents \'ery appe<.lling both to private ken.carstens@murraystate.edu.

freshmiln from Elizabethtown, liked
how it took only five minutes to get his
grade~ and hl' didn't have to go anywhere. Others commented on the systt~m's potential.
"I think it':. a good idea in theory,
but there are still a lot of bugs to work
out," Brett Keohan, sophomore from
Paduc,lh, said.
Students should be aware that if
things do "come up" when they try to

use the program, they can use the email link on the first page to contact
Administrative Computing Technology Services for technical assistance.
They can also use the link to vent their
irritation because the programmers
welcome commen ts about the system.
Said Lamb: "We want to be contacted when there are errors, because our
main goal is to make things better and
easier for the students."
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